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Dear Editor:
I am the author of the Focal Point essay
that appears in the November 2002 issue of
Sky & Telescope. In that essay I propose a
somewhat fanciful ... but perhaps not? ...
invention: inexpensive CCD goggles that
would enable anyone to glance up at the sky
and see M31 and similar deep sky objects in
all their glory. My point is that many astronomical objects are large in angular size, and
if they were as visible to the casual observer
as are the stars and planets, humanity's
whole outlook on things might alter.
The reason I am writing to your journal is
that, no sooner had I submitted the essay to
Sky & Telescope, than it occurred to me that
there could be an interim way to impress
this "message" upon the general public,
namely, via planetaria. Indeed, why should it
not become part of the regular format of
planetaria to display not only the stars, planets, and constellations for the current

I

month, but also the many deep sky
in all their angular extent?
I can imagine two displays - the usual one
of stars and planets, and then the new one I
am proposing, consisting only of the large
deep sky objects. I have often wondered
what that sky would look like, if only our
eyes had the light-collecting power of a CCD
device. Why could not planetaria make this
a virtual reality?
It would probably call for a great deal of
research to put together the first such map of
the heavens, but once done, it could become
as standardized as the star show is now. (I
speak as someone who does not know your
business but only surmises how it works.)
Perhaps this might even provide some enterprising entrepreneur with just the competitive edge needed to "strike in rich" in the
planetarium field. (If that occurs, I would
hope, analogous to my suggestion in Focal
Point, that the company designates a part of
its profits for the International Dark-Sky
Association.)
And, really, why should this only be a
stopgap measure (until such time as the pro-

posed goggles become as in(~Xr)enlSivre
viewers)? Just as the
stars and
demand for the

are under the
the local planetarium?
And just as now we look forward
seasonal
of the constellations, so
in this newly visible world we
to anticipate the various
their divers seasons ... and be able
not
for ~1"<-nHIJH_! \C",r;"i-l-" ...';""
with equal drama, some
ula
over the horizon.
there is my "modest
Marks

West Haven, Connecticut 06516
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Ibr@du.se
In the middle of Sweden, less than three
hours by train or car northwest of Stockholm, there are two small towns separated
by a beautiful lake: Borlange and Falun.
Many planetarians remember Borlange as
the town of IPS'90 - The Boundless Planetarium. The two towns share Dalarna University (or Hogskolan Dalarna, as it's called in
Swedish). At the University's Falun Campus, I
have been giving undergraduate courses in
Science Center Education since the mid1990s. But then I learnt that interesting
things happen elsewhere!
Two years ago, I had the privilege of visiting the Techniquest Science Center in Cardiff, Wales, and learning about the Master
Program in Science Communication that
had recently been started by them in collaboration with University of Glamorgan. It
happened to become an adventurous journey, since the lowlands of southern England
and Wales were all flooded by heavy rain
storms, hardly any trains were able to go,
and those that did were very slow on their
way through what sometimes seemed like a
stream rather that a rail bed. My hosts in
Cardiff were Dr. Melanie Quin, who headed
the program, and Dr. Colin Johnson, director
of Techniquest.
The days in Cardiff inspired me to develop
my previous courses into a one-semester
course, Communicating Science, as an optional course in the University's Teacher
Education Programs. This course has so far
been given twice, during fall 2001 and during the spring 2002. Among the lecturers
who taught the course, one is known to the
international planetarium community: Per
Broman. He also presented the course during
a paper session at IPS'02 in Wichita, Kansas
last July.
But something else happened in Sweden
in the fall of 2001: All Swedish Universities
were allowed to give a completely new kind
of Master Education. The old kind of Master
Program required that the students had a
Bachelor with a major in the subject of the
program. But in this new program we can

allow students with different backgrounds
to enter. Furthermore, the new education
should preferably be interdisciplinary as well
as preparing for a professional rather than a
research career. I at once realized that Science
Communication could be a perfect new
Master Education!
It took the Board of Education and Research of my University half a year to decide
on the criteria for the new educations, and
then another half year for the Board to
approve and then our President to decide
which suggested educations should be
allowed to start, but in mid-September, I had
the protocol in my hand which stated that
four new master educations were allowed to
start, and Science Communication was one
of them! I still have some problems with
bureaucratic superiors to be allowed to work
with the continued development of the
course the way I want. The course will anyway commence on 1 September 2003 and
the first group of students will graduate during the last week of August 2004.
The title, Master Education in Science
Communication, is rather broad, as is its target group, but the aim of the education is
very definite. The approved Curriculum
states that the aim of the course is to give
knowledge and experiences of science communication specializing in interactive methods. Its
aim is also to prepare students with undergraduate education for work with extramurallearning, especially at museums, science centers, and
planetariums. The prerequisites required are a
Bachelor of Arts or Science Degree or
lent plus one-half year professional work,
preferably within the area of the degree, also
preferably at a science center, planetarium,
or museum. A would-be planetarian, though,
would probably have a bachelors degree including at least Astronomy lOt
The new course will be a full 50-week education. It consists of 6 shorter parts, each
comparable to five weeks full-time study,
plus a 20-week exam work. If you are
acquainted with the ECTS credit system,
these figures tell you something: The first

three courses
the exam work 30 ECTS credits.
the parts will be:
Popular Science. The
of the
give
with the research
and to develop a habit to follow the r<~.Y~,.~~
ment within different sciences.
Extramural
The part consists
studies in science education with
emphasis on informal
and Hn_'u..~~~
a field trip with visits to museums, science
centers, and '.HUH~"~~'
Museo[ogy. The part contains basic
on
ogy with
exhibitions, science centers and I-n~UH._LU.U
urns. Laboratory work - construction
interactive exhibits and audiovisual
shows - is included.
Science writing. The part consists of
writing for different media
cles including
and evaluations,
manuscripts for radio and TV) and
for interactive exhibitions (exhibit
exhibition brochures) and
(information brochures, ba<:k.1:[rounld
Applied
The part
dents to build interactive exhibitions, create
planetarium programs
audiovisual
and handle
shows for computer
mobile planetarium.
Research
The part contains
basic social science research l1l<:U.LV\"Vl
including both
and qUanltit2ttl,\re
methods with statistical
Master thesis. The work is related to a
(somewhere
ence center or
the world) and to contemporary
within the area of extramurallearmng.
Is this education
in the
I don't know, but it
in Scandinavia. There are
some
by studying at a Swedish
state college: The
the Swedish National
which scrutinizes our work
tion is subsidized
the Swedish government and consequently is free, also for foreign students, at least for the time
Students however have to provide their
own living expenses, and to get a student
visa you have to prove that you can meet
these expenses, which amount to about €700
or $700 per month. This sum includes room
rent (Dalarna University guarantees every
student a room, something few Swedish
Universities do), food to eat, course literature,
and some money for leisure-time activities.
Foreign students are not allowed to work in
parallel with their studies (and the iiblack
work market" is almost non-existent
Sweden).
Presently, some 10% of the students
Dalarna
come from

tries, and actually most master-level courses
are taught in English. Students from latitudes
lower than Falun - approx. 60° north sometimes find the place rather exotic. The
lengths of the days vary from about 20 hours
in mid-summer to about 6 hours in mid-winter. I remember a Nigerian student who
arrived in mid-winter, and she was shocked
by two things: The price of bread (10 times
what she was used to) and that all trees were
dead. Winter may be cold, but students who
enjoy skiing will find good opportunities to
do both cross-country and down-hill skiing
in Dalarna. And when spring finally arrives,
trees are very much alive!
How relevant then is this Science Communication course for the prospective planetarian? Very much, I think! If she/he will look
for a job as a school planetarian, the natural
previous education and professional experience is as a teacher (with some astronomy).
The master course will develop the necessary
skills, including following scientific (astronomical) news in the media, increasing in
particular the pedagogic skills related to
informal learning, finding out how an extramural institution functions, learning how to
make interactive (astronomical) exhibits and
planetarium programs, and how to evaluate
activities in the planetarium, and finally
spending several active months working
with an experienced planetarian in a school
planetarium.
If she/he will look for a job on the staff of a
major planetarium, or a planetarium that is
associated with a science center, the background can be quite varied - natural or social
science, astronomy, technology, language,
music, art, and so on. The course will then
help the student apply her skills to the planetarium scene and to work together with
other students of different backgrounds. This
student will probably look for a public planetarium as the place of her exam work.
Science Communication at Dalarna
University offers good possibilities to tailor
the individual use of the course according to
the students' backgrounds and interests.
After a successfully completed year, the student will achieve a Master Degree in Science
Communication.
My reasons fore writing this article for the
Planetarian are threefold:
Firstly, I ask my colleagues around the
world to spread information about the
course - you may even have a junior staff
member whom you think would become
even more valuable after a period in Sweden
(and the choice could be to do the exam
work at the home institution or at one somewhere else in the world). Applications for the
first course have to reach the university no
later than 15 April 2003. A leaflet describing
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Dalarna University in Falun, Sweden. Photo Lars Broman.
the course and how to apply is presently
being made, and I would be happy to send
some to you.
Secondly, I want contacts with planetarians who might be interested in housing a
master student doing her exam work while
participating in the day-to-day activities in
the planetarium. The first period during
which students will go to different science
centers and planetariums will be from April
to August 2004.
Thirdly, the planning of the course will
continue all through the spring of 2003, so I
welcome all kinds of input regarding the
Planetarian

contents and arrangements of the course
maybe you even would like to participate as
a guest professor! With the help of you and
of my colleagues at home, I am confident
that the course will develop into a very useful and successful education.
Please send a message to me at <Zbr@du.se>.
I will be very pleased!
Note: Extramural learning refers to the kind
of learning that takes place outside the walls
of the school. It is sometimes also called
informal learning.
U
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As the producer responsible for bringing
Cosmonova's latest public planetarium
show, "UFO" The Truth is Here," to reality, I
knew that one aspect of the UFO phenomena that would be important to cover would
be that of fake photographs. Ever since socalled "flying saucers" were first reported in
the 1940s, a number of people around the
world have created fake images that they
claimed were authentic. The vast majority of
these images have been found out and
shown to be the fantasies that they are, and
yet, even today, there are those who continue this peculiar hobby. Rather than feature
such photos as part of "UFO," I thought that
it would be best for our audiences if we were
to provide examples that were made specifically for the show to give an idea just how
easily it could be done.
The first step was in coming up with the
"UFOs" that would serve as my examples in
these photos. Since it would not be visually
interesting to show the same vehicle in
every picture, I needed a variety of different
models. Time did not allow me the lUXury to
"kit bash" together some from parts of different existing plastic kits, so I had to find
another alternative. The Internet was very
useful in locating a small model company in
California, Lunar Models (http://www
.lunarmodelsonline.com), that specialized in
making unusual kits with a science fiction
theme. They offered a series of resin-cast UFO
models that were based on so-called
"famous" UFO sightings.
Because the most appealing way to show
these images is as 3Smm slides projected in a
montage, I bought seven kits from Lunar
Models. Having only constructed styrene
plastic model kits in the past, working with
resin models was a whole other experience.
The only thing that I can liken it to is to
imagine that you're working with a model
that has been cast out of hard white soap
and you'll sort of get the idea of some of the
problems involved. I had to almost rethink

how to work with models. Each had surface
imperfections that were treated with a
hobby knife, sanded where needed, and then
finished off with two coats of flat white
primer spray paint. Any gluing required had
to be done with super glue-type adhesives,
and due to the variety of their compositions
the model manufacturer couldn't guarantee
results.

"Billy" Meier, of Switzerland
.billymeier.com). To achieve a metallic
for the models I used a
pound known as Rub In Buff over the
primer coats. This is a
finish
makes objects look like they are made out
metals of various colors. I had used it
30 years ago when I made models of
aircraft and much to my
the
pany that made it is still in existence
(American Art Clay
Inc. at
:/ /www.amaco.com/1998Catalog/cat
.html; look for "Rub and Buff" on the
catalogue page which is buried within
web site under Metallic Finishes).
At the same time I was HTr,rl,'lrHT
seven UFO models, I was also
tographs that would become the background plates that the UFOs would
appearing against. In order to make
scenes more interesting I chose several wellknown sites around the Stockholm area that
would be easily recognizable to those who
came to see "UFO." I also included a
that showed
locations, but
still are appropriate to the models and
concept.

Ever since so-called "flying saucers" were first reported in the
1940s, a number of people around the world have created fake
images that they claimed were authentic . ... Rather than feature
such photos as part of "UFO," I thought that it would be best
our audiences if we were to provide examples that were made
specifically for the show . ..
The model's final color schemes were
based on information about "actual" UFOs
that were found on a web site by one of the
most well known of the UFO photographers,

Two of the things that are pOint:ed
even in fake UFO photos are that the
look too composed and that there were no
foreground objects in the images that would

Author Tom Callen is aligning his 35mm camera during the photography of one
models. To capture as much details in the models as possible it was necessary
models and try to fill the film frame. Image ©2001, Cosmonova.

UFO

final
easier.
the same
was to act in
Chroma
process used in both
television in order to separate f01'eground
objects from their bal::lurrcmrlds
different ba(:k£T011n(1s

models was also UTl'o>n,nprl
same green cloth.
Each UFO model was
looking at a copy of the u u .... n"'.L~".U'-<
that it was to be
in so that
have the most int'CH',~cti"'(T
the lighting in the scene was concerned.
The same camera, lens, and film
the
was used to
was also used
graph the UFO models. This is
has used with much success
effects-intensive films such
Allen's
and Forrest
starred Tom Hanks,
such
that it is often possible to go to these records
and find out which type of lens was
to
make a
scene in a film,
the same type of lens - and in some cases the
very same lens - to shoot a modern
against a Chroma
screen it is
digitally add an actor into another, older
film. One famous
would
the
VU.F,U.HH

/I

Cosmonova technician OUe Linder is shown taking a look at one of the UFO models through
the 35mm camera during photography. In the background can be seen the solid green cloth
that was backlit by photofLood lights in order to get an even, uniform color that would help in
"cutting out" the UFOs from the background of the final photographic prints. Image ©2001,
Cosmonova.

help to make identification possible. Both of
these considerations were taken into
account. The idea of the background photos
was to make it look as if I had been somewhere, looked up, saw something strange in
the sky, and grabbed a quick photo before
the object disappeared from view. Foreground objectS were also included in every
image. This is most evident in the fake photo
"taken" at Skansen, Stockholm's historic
open-air park, but more about that later on.
Just as important was how the background photographs themselves were taken.
As each shot was made - with the same camera, lens and film type - I also noted the date
and time, and I used a compass to find the
direction in azimuth that the camera was
pointing at the time the photo was taken. All
of this would be useful later in putting
together the final fakes.
Once the background plate photos came
back from the lab, they were scanned in at
high resolution and saved as JPEG-format
files. Imperfections, such as dust and small
pieces of hair on the photographic prints,
were digitally removed from the scanned
images using a software program called Paint
Shop Pro. Similar to Adobe Photo Shop, Paint
Shop Pro would also be used to composite
the final images together.
Before the completed UFO models could
be photographed, I had to find the position
of the sun for each of the
plates.
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Since I already had the date and time that
these photos were taken, it was a simple matter to use the astronomy program Starry
Night Pro (www.starrynight.com) to calculate both the altitude and azimuth for the
sun. Why was this important? It would allow
the UFOs to have the same lighting and
shadows as the real objects
photographed in the background plates, thereby
avoiding another common
fake UFO attributej misma tched shadows and
lighting.
The UFO models were
now ready for the "star
treatment." We photographed them against a
very large piece of solid
green cloth that was lit
from behind with photoflood lights so that the
green would be an even
color. Olle Linder, one of
our technicians at Cosmonova who helped me with
the model shoot and who
This image shows how one of the
UFO models looked
had once worked at Sweafter photography against the green cloth
You
dish Television as a lightmade Olle Linder, one
can also see the aluminum
Cosmonova's technicians, to hold the model on the
ing technician, was aware
mount allowed the UFOs to be turned in
This
of this little detail to make
er direction was needed to get the best view
the background as good as
[mage ©2001, Cosmonova.
possible so as to make the

abovc tilt' horizon for our "su n," which was a
bright photo lamp on ilrl adjus tablc height
light stand mounted on wheels. Thiscnabled
us to wheel thc "SlIn" around to the corret-t
azimllth and then raise it to the proper
height ,Ibove the horizon 10 duplicate the
date and time of day that the background
plate photo wa~ taken,
Whcn the photographic prints of alJ the
UFO model s came I>ack frolll Ille lal>, they
100 werr scanned III al high resolution and
cleaned up with Pa in t Shop Pro just as the
background plales were carlier. The UFOs
WCft' then carefully "CUI out" from the grC'<:n
background ('olor by using special sclt'Clion tool in Paint Shop Pro that could IX' told
what color to~el cct and delete.
One of the simplest ways for invcstigato~
to de termine if a UI'O photo has 1)('('11 faked
is to look for the wire. string. or thread that
t he modd was susl><.'nded from during the
pi('\lIfc taking_ Unk'~s the picture 11<IS been
purposely copied rn,IllY timc, to hlur out
fint· eletaib. photo investigallve tcchniques
can usually pick oul \ll(' line running to the
model. In order to avoid lh is give-away I had
already dL'dded that the final images would
he digitally compositc{1 together in Paint
Shop Pro by using its lay~ring feature.
Another clue !hat a UI'O may havt· t)('en
filf..ell b lhat the UI:O it~lf may lx' too sharp
<lml well-defined in tllc photograph when
romjlilft'i.l to other distant objects. Things at
a distance appear 10 be a li l tle unsharp due to
propertit'S of till' EMt h's atmosphere. such as
du~t <Jnd lIlobture. so thb too \\la, lilken into
account.
I m~dt' a m'w ru py uf e<1ch bacf..ground
platt' ~ho t and then, Ollt' at a time, I J(kkd a
particular copy of a CUI-out UI'O on ano ther
larer in Ihe moSI realistic looking pmition_
The si;:e of each UFO was an impOrtant consideration since they also had 10 look lX'lievable, Too large and tht' UFOs would look like
models, \00 ~rnall ilnd tILt·>, would not look
like anything interesting. lIut. at the sallie
time, they also had to be far enough "away"
from Ihe ca mera 10 make ~lIbjC'ctivity harder
and therdore the UFO~ wOlilel be morc
beliel'able objccts,
One image Ihat received some special
trt'atrnent \\las the so-called "grah shot" from
Sk'lIlsen. To llIilke t he final irnagt' M'crn more
believable. I Illade a copy of that pari of the
background plale that had somc tree branches.. I paslcd this ropy onto a separate layer in
Painl Shop Pro, cleilned lip the sky from all
around thl' Il'al'l"i and Ih('n 'l.1rldwicl1l'd the
UFO in front of the b'll'kgruund plate. but
bdlind the I,lyer with the brancllt's. which
was aligned ovt'r tllcir o riginal po~ili(Jn on
Ihe backgrou11l1. This made it appe<1r that the
UFO was phy\icall)' pa~sing IX'hincilhe trt'l'S

,I

10 111/1'(' wrld('lIl,. {/ppt~/f('tl, f/rills riS111 /J,. Ille /o \\,('f II I Slwlls('1I ill Slockhoim.
,, 'o/e IIII' IlUrizollllll //Iolio" /JIllr Ih<l/ sillll/hllCS Ih(' s/x'cd of /II(' I"('/Iic/(> <llId tll(' /('<lI'('S /111//
0/,11<'1/1' Ol'l'f 1/1(' fiX/I/ Clld oft/I(' UFO. /1 i~ tllis surl Vf SlIIul/ dt'lailllllll adtls /11/ t'xlm 'i{'IIse of
f<\,lil)',lmuSl' , 2001, COSJl/OIIU\'(I,

A UFO 5('('111.\

tUlI(, that tht' movie was mildC', in a location
wlll'rt.' the dMractl'r Forr0.0t Gump was nC'ver
even prC'St.'nt. Sinn' tl1l' UFth were ~uppoSl'i.1
to have heen photograph('d flying over a
particular lanchc;!pl', or location, it only
~ecrl1ed to make S(' Il ~C to follow this same
Ilollywood special effects trick,
To matdl lip Ihe relative pOSilioll5 of till'
~un and thc call1cra with resp('('\ 10 wherc
the modd wa~ to go in til t, j),lckgrOlirld

plates. I made 111'0 very simpic tools for measllri ng angl<'S. The first wa_s an enlarged copy
o f a 360-dcgrl'e protranor to serve as an
azimuth referent-e for placing the camera
and light source in the correct position relat ive to the model sitting on the tripod before
thl' grt.... n doth lxIckground, The second tool
was a variation of the enlargecl protractor,
but this onc only had 10 be 180-degrecs since
I only needl' (\ it to <INermine Ihr altill1(le

lint' we t-an ~'t' a UFO that 11<15 dippn[ dOWI1 so clo~t' to the \\',llcr of Grolll'ikl'1l ("Grt...·n
lIay") off the island of Hindu that ilS reneclion can Ix' sccn on ilS surface, Fortunately the
,lui hOI had his camera re:ldy ilS he 5t('PI)(>(1 out of his house om- morning. I'hh irnilg(' wa~
till' hardest one to crca t(' bccause of the nC\'d to gl·t tl1l' rl'fleclion to loof.. rt'aL Image
2001, C()~mo nOl'a,
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could rl'Cord,
I'{'r h;t ps O!l{, of th e hardt'St illl;tgl's 10 gCI
righl was t /l{' ~ GuJf Uri.>eZ(''' UFO Ihal was
SI.'eIl passing so c los(' OVl'r a Jargl' body of
w;tl{'r (lh{' tl.l }' in fron l of m y hOll'>l'l l hat it
rl'fkCII.'ll on its surface. This rctluir{'(lma king
up mulliple layl'TS for thl' UFO 111;1\ iliCludl'<i
<I vl'r)ion Ihal \\,;IS mirrorl'(I , ri ppled. and
f,ldl'd in hrighllll'SS 10 look <I ~ if il W("TC th{'
rl'fi CCll>U ill1<1ge. To gI.'l Ihis right I firSI look·
ed 111 11 variety of p hologr;lphs of w;l ter with
real refil-<:Il'd obi<-'Cb. Thl'll il was jusl <I m;lt·
tl'r of trying il over and o\,l'r ag;l in ulltil I
w,lsSOltiS(i l'C:l wi lh th l' rin;ll r('Sull.
J uSI as ~U FO" rn;tin cha ractl.'T ~ Karl S.
}\Ildl'~~ n " t pJayt.'<i by ac tor !'tl' <lrik Dol " ,
Stl yS, "With <I C;lIl1l.'T<I, som e models, a com '
putl'r ;lnd ,I 1 "'ir1t in~ soft ware progr;l!ll ;ln y'
o n('" - wilh" litllL' time and ;lll ttle patien c('
- c<l n crl'<lte i ll1pr('ss ive UR) photos tha t
would fool ju~ t ,Iboul ;lnY0r1e." AnyOfll', that
h. ('.'l:C('pt fo r Ihose who invl'~ t i).:;l tl' ~ u ch
\{'('lIl ingly incredi ble imag("'i a nd umil"rst;md
jUM how l';lS>, il is 10 JJl;lkl' thl'm.

Tllis UfO 1II()(ll'Ilim /I(lsed 011 tllOSO' tllllt 111"1' ~llppo5<'tll)' p//OtOSf(l{lII!'t1 /II' u llifomilm G!'(}'.~('
Adam.d .i ill tll(' 1950s. II SNm('(1 to IN' Ole m ost 1I/'I"01lfi'lt(' ("Iloice t o silO II' 01"(" !i()m(' of tlrr
allti'/lle 1'IIi1diIlS5 ill Sto,to'Xl't, (j,IIIII.1 :)t,1I/ t~tll(" (j,mt .'i'/II'/H', Old T/J1\'II~J, St/.)( Hlvlm, VIIC('
til(' (('IIfl'f" vI till' CllpitvJ cit ,.. IIIMX..

20m, Cir..III/JIIVI"<l.

<I~

II came aroun d Ihl' Skan'il..'il IOWl'r. t\ III Ill'
hori/onlalmolion blur on Illl' UI·O 1l1Ollie it

look as if it was Ira w llin).: <II a f<l~1 spl.'l'lI, a iiIIII.' f<lstN than w lwl Ill(' c<llTll'r<l's s hu l ll'r

Day Of Planetaria:
An International Collaboration

i{eprintl'(\ with lX'rmission (If uro A~IUI'l/f,
tl1l' ioU/n<l] of thl' national or~ani1;ttion
UH),Sv('fig(·.

planning fhow
f(hedulef?

March 16th, 2003
WI.' h<l \"c I)('('n coordinat in).: a " I)a~' IIf I'lan('t;lr i a ~ Ihill h;ls
Ix .... n h(,]d in differenl ("oullIrit':> )'l';III ) ~irill' 1995. This initiali\"{'
is an import<lnl o pporlunit y for involvi ng the inll'tn<ltional
COl1lllHlIlit y in;l collaboratiun Il wt airm to pru mol" kno\\'ll><l).:e
of pl,H1l'taria to till' public. Thl' tWX ! "n,l}, 01 I'land<1ria" will lx'
hl'l<l o n Sunday, M;lr("h 16,2003.
I' or In forlll<ltion o r s uggl's l io n s yo u l',111 co nl <1Ct us at :
Asso(: iazionl' }\mici <ld 1'1;lIll'iMi. t'/o Centro Studi I.' IH("l'rdll'
SN<lfino Z.l ni. vi<1 Hose" 2-1, 25066 LlIlllcZl<lnc !ltaly f, f;lX 003<)3O·8725-1S, (,·mill l: info@sl'rafinozani.it.

(onfider our (001
new productf

in 1003

~algary
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productions
details7 call

(403) 268.8332

www.caigaryscience.ca
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Spark the imagination
af audiences with dazzling
astronamical effects and shows.

An animation from the
astronomical library.

An animation from a
constellation show.

Omniscan works perfedly with all forms of
starfield and special effects proiedion systems.

For more informotion coil 1-800-952-7374 or 407 -859-8166
You can also visit our website at www.av-imagineering.com

Designed by and for Professionals --GOTO CHRONOS'"

GOTO asked what planetarium professionals

"Dne' can afford to ooe,..te,"

wanted in a projector for 26-40 foot diameter
domes. Here's what they asked for. and what
we buill into the new GOTO CHRONOS ...

pensive halogen /amps rather than high priced,

~9.l""-'t.. U.'

The CHRONOS"'uses either common, inexproprietary lamps, or high intensity LED's
which should MW! need replacement !

A ,.al .. kY~

Light guide technology, GOTOs superb optics,
and new slar pla/e/echnology offers 8,500
brilliant, tiny stars down /0 mag 6.5,

a Milky

Way you can get Iosl in, and 26 deep sky
objects. Spectacularl

"« tOlo Time Macb;ne:."
Instead of slow, crude gear drive systems, 8
click o( a mouse drives X·Y mirrors to set
the sun. moon, and planets for JI!1yJime or
transport you to 1I0Y pjer;e on Earth or In our

solar system, all in 20 seconds or less! The
sarI of accuracy you expect of desktop computer sky simulation software is now available
on your dome.

.. LOTS of consfellation.'"
24 independently controlled conslel/ation
oullines move with the sterbal/, and cool LED
illumination won" damage transparencies
you make for yourself.

•

C::HRC N...C S
USA Sales Associate

GOTO USA LIAISON
Mr, KenWier
1525 Bernice Street, Honolulu. HI 9&617
TOll tree Irom the USA 668·847·5800
FAX , 806·847 · 5850
E maW gOlousaOurthllnk.nel

GOlD oPTlCI\LMFG.Cn
4·16 , YAZAKI·CHO. FUCHU·SHt , TOKYO 183·8530,
JAPAN
TEl: 81·42·362·5312 FAX 81·42·361·95n
URLhllp: II www. goto.co.jp
E·mall: InI020Ilo10. CO. jp

which means all the conventional planetarium capabilities) with the full-dome 3D computer graphics and all-dome video playback
capabilities of the StarRider (with userfriendlier software and interface), all projected through six video channels for full-color,
full-dome coverage. As with StarRider, the
system is capable of both real-time and prerendered imagery and audience interaction.

University

One of the annoying things about technology is that sometimes it fails; witness the
ill fate of the Contour spacecraft, perhaps
suffering an end similar to what was speculated for the hapless Mars Observer of some
years back. But most of the time, technology
works, and that's what keeps our human
society moving forward.
Technology has been a particularly driving force in our own industry in recent
years, as would be instantly apparent to
those who've attended the last several IPS
conferences. So it was again this past summer in Wichita - in spades.
The word "watershed" became a cliche in
a matter of a few days, as virtually every
major planetarium manufacturer had new
technologies to demonstrate. And other
goods-and-services providers had plenty of
new things to introduce as well. Lord, but it's
getting hard to keep up.
Perhaps I can offer just a bit of help by
summarizing, at least, much of what was on
display - as much as I can cram into the few
pages of this month's column. Attend - but
bring your mental appetite, for it was a veritable smorgasbord of technology and technique that was laid out before us on the
rolling plains of Kansas ...

The Video Planetarium
There was much to be agog about at the
IPS in Wichita, but nothing generated more
buzz than the orgy of technological development on display - especially the wholesale trend to digital and all-dome planetarium video systems. Attendees had an opportunity to see no less than four different vendor approaches for larger domes, and two for
smaller domes, all of them displaying digital
stars and video real-time and playback capabilities.
Evans & Sutherland, the original digitaldome people (say that three times qUickly),
trotted out an impressive demonstration of
its new Digistar 3 system on the vast screen
of the Exploration Place Cyberdome during
the conference. The D3 combines the computer graphics capabilities of the Digistar I
and II (including a full astronomy package -

an opportunity to screen several tUI1-tlleo!:'eo
StarRider features via the
3,
ing "New Horizons," a tour of the solar systhe
tem, and an adventure
body.
Not to leave the smaller facilities
E&S is also marketing a Digistar 3 Junior,
rying all of the primary software features
the
its big brother, but
down to a single video channel
through a
lens in the center
room (like a proper planetarium!) It's
able for small planetariums at a cOrreSD()n(jingly reduced price.
3,
For more information of
tact Jeri Panek, E&S sales manager for
Digital Theater Division, at
1-801588-7405, fax 1-801-588-45Z0 at the
home office at 600 Komas Drive, Salt
Utah 84108 USA, or consult the
site at <www.es.com>.
Silicon
Inc.,
of
OnyxZ InfiniteRealityZ system that runs the
Rose Center shows in New York, demonstrated the capabilities of its SGI
Planetarium, creating immersive and interactive environments for its audiences. We
were treated to an
of a 3D
real-time ESA model of the International
Space Station, molecule renderings, a catscan
of a mummy, and real-time
through the solar system, including a visit to
Mars and Saturn.
IPS delegates later had an opportunity
see the Rose Center's opening show, "Passport to the Universe," via
Vision system, where we were whisked from
Earth through the Orion Nebula and
fields and a variety of other celestial wonders, all very nicely realized.
To learn more about SGI and its
and services, which include exhibit
and video rides, contact the company's corporate office at 1600 Amphitheatre
Mountain View, California 94043 USA, telephone 1-650-960-1980, or check out its web
site at <www.sgLcom>. Additional contact
telephone numbers for various regions of
the globe include the U.S. at 1-800-800-7441,

IHL"L\,_LLU

Digistar 3 image from E&S.

The IPS audience was treated to an overstuffed starfield of many, many thousands
of stars, traditional DII imagery (such as the
orrery-like solar system and a roller coaster
ride) in color, and a demonstration in remarkable versatility using tools to create
"virtual projector" screens showing still
images and running video sequences in various configurations anywhere on the dome.
We saw giant images of Hubble Space Telescope pictures, colorful and visually stunning sequences of the former Hansen
Planetarium's "Secret of the Cardboard
Rocket" show programmed by Aaron McEuen, a giant "screen saver sequence" of the
Earth and moon, show trailers including
solar system vistas and frenetic romps
through the human body, and some particularly impressive 3D renderings of restored
Egyptian temples through which we
strolled, among the menu of visual delights.
And we all went psychedelic with a remarkable full-dome kaleidoscope sequence at the
end. The potential displayed by the system
impressed me mightily; E&S claims that
tools allowing multiple windows in realtime can eliminate the need for 95% of traditional planetarium devices - and I believe it.
Later in the conference, partiCipants had

POl,.'VUTOlU

SCI Earth at the Rose Center.

Latin America at 1-650-933-4637, Europe at
44-118-925-75-00, Japan at 81-3-5488-1811, and
Asia Pacific at 65-771-0290.
:,)K'\T-:,).KaJl. Inc. likewise made a big digital
splash with its new system called Digital Sky.
The Sky-Skan folks impressed me with an
entirely credible rendition of a planetarium
Way and colorstarfield, with a bright
ful stars that I found to be very esthetic. I
especially enjoyed watching them wink out
behind the rigging of a sailing ship (as
viewed panoramically from the deck) and
then reappear. We experienced multiple
imaging over the dome, including crisp
Hubble images and the latest SOHO image of
the sun, a nicely-phasing moon, and a Loch
Ness night forest pan with again, stars
masked behind the trees as the
turned
overhead. All quite outstanding, and Digital
Sky can be blended simultaneously with
SkyVision video. The astronomy database
features more than 100,000 stars and all of
the expected planetarium display capabilities, plus support for 3D objects in real time,
including atmosphere effects, adjustable
brightness, trails for moving objects, and
other useful details

Sky Vision Earth from

Sky-Skan also ran through a series of short
sequences from its SkyVision high-definition system, regaling the audience with
orbital views of Earth, the ISS, observatorycentered views of an eclipse and a storm, a
jellyfish, and a wormhole passage, among its
wares.
hosted a
Later in the conference,
Sky-Vision film festival, featuring entire

shows (including Rose's "Passport to the
Universe") and visual segments from a host
of sources around the world. We saw the
Sky-Skan-created "Infinity Express" program
premiered at the Einstein Planetarium at the
Air & Space Museum in Washington D.C.,
which demonstrated a variety of multiimage and special effect tricks from the system, and flew the audience through a particularly impressive database of colorful and
varied galaxies - one of my favorite sequences of the demonstrations I saw. We also experienced Loch Ness Productions' "Sky
Quest" (still a great story) transferred to alldome video, a short piece called "Secret of
the Dragon" produced for Seville by SkySkan Europe in which a dragon takes the
audience on a brief tour of the universe and
becomes the constellation Draco at the end,
and a variety of short sequences and images
too numerous to recount here, given that
my mental hard disk went into visual overload. But it was all very accomplished work
showing the potential for multidisciplinary
programming in the new video planetarium.
Sky-Skan also introduced its automated
cove lighting system, with red, blue and
green lighting chasing each other around
the springline and creating a variety of computer-controlled lighting sequences. It was
quiet delightful and the colors ,;,ery uniform
in shade on the dome.
Sky-Skan also continues it extensive product line that adds Spice automation, imagery, programming, equipment, and imaging
software packages like Digidome to its arsenal. For information on any or all, contact
Steve Savage and company at 51 Lake Street,
Nashua, New Hampshire 03060 USA, telephone 1-603-880-8500 or 1-800-880-8500, fax
1-603-882-6522, web site
.com>, e-mail savage@skyskan.com.
Inc. provided yet another set of
tal dome video experiences for the assembled planetarians in Wichita via its Electric
Virtual
system and its new
Planetarium software. Animated characters
on the dome cleverly interacted with the
Spitz presenters to introduce its demonstration, and we saw another uitit:>r\_TYrnit:>ri-",n
digital starfield (the stars were
in the
Spitz demo than in others, although that star size can be manipulated in many of
these systems - it may have been
design)
that dutifully disappeared behind horizon
objects. Spitz stretched a photographic
image of the Milky Way across the Cyberdome, showed a globular cluster animation,
and exhibited trailers for their impressive
programs "Oasis in Space" (about the importance and search for water in the universe)
and "Dark Star Adventure" (featuring the
adventures of a stranded alien girl on a for-

Dark

Spitz.

There was some
employs
here, and
ware for its planetarium
One of the
that imprE~ssE~d
was the collaboration with Audiovisual
Imagineering, Inc. to animate AVl's clever
and
laser-based constellation
called
of the
viewed a trailer for the story of Orion
11<;lnp1lTP<;.nl·'p animation that
blew my socks across the room. looked
"'--UII--'U.'JUJ.U'-.c,"

Spitz.

superb; I can't wait to see the finished
Later during the festivities, Spitz also treated interested IPSers to a special screening of a
prototype Electric Sky II, which returns primary projection to its traditional (some
might say proper) spot in the center of the
room by projecting a full hemisphere of
computer-created video images from a single
central fisheye lens. The abstract imagery
looked understandably a little less sharp
than the six-projector efforts we'd seen all
through the conference, but it wasn't bad. It
wasn't bad at all. And it avoids the need to
split an all-dome image into six pieces in the
editing room and then stitch it back together on the dome while trying to diminish the
seams.
It seems clear that other manufacturers
are also working in the direction of
channel, single-lens projection for big domes
as well as small (which somehow satisfies
my traditional planetarium sensibilities),
from the hints that were dropped around
me. As
increases, I think
this will be an attractive system to consider.
The one thing I fret about is the apparent
loss of contrast with everything coming
through a single fisheye lens rather than six
video projectors that can be more readily (if
tediously) adjusted for a black background. I
perceived further hints that the answer here
may be laser video projection. It will be
interesting to see this technology develop and how it prices out.
But I digress. For more information on
Spitz systems, including a wide array of
products such as automation, image manipula tion software, traditional planetarium
projectors, and domes, contact Charles
Holmes on the Spitz mother ship at p.o. Box
198, Route 1, Chadds Ford, Pennsylvania
19317, telephone 1-610-459-5200, fax 1-610459-3830, web site
mail ch<olrne~;@s,pi 1:Zi11C. IC01TI,
other Spitz reClresen1:atives
Carl Zeiss lena, was unable, unfortunately
to display their new AD LIP system as a result
of "respecting third party rights," 'lrr-",,,,rli"'''T
to a press release, or there might have been a
fifth all-dome system to see in Wichita.
Many of you had an opportunity at IPS '00
in Montreal to see the ZULIP projector - a
zoomable video projector based on laser display technology of quite incredible brightness, color, and clarity. The ADLIP system
(short for All-Dome Laser
Projection
I think) combines several such laser video
projectors to provide panoramic, partial, or
complete coverage of the dome, in real-time
and
modes. The system can apparently run stuff from SGI,
Spitz, and
possibly others using the Zeiss hardware
providing compatible interfaces.

To find out more about ZULIP and ADLIP,
contact Volkmar Schorcht in the Planetarium Division of Carl Zeiss Jean, Carl-ZeissPromenade 10, 07745 Jena,
telephone 49-36-41-64-22-83, fax 49-36-41-64-3023, e-mail schorcht@zeiss.de.
One of the sticking pOints between me
and full-dome video has always been image
resolution. But I've very impressed with how
much resolution has improved in recent
years. All of the systems displayed in
Wichita looked quite good in this
When it becomes difficult for me to tell
whether a traditional panorama is
prolast
jected by slides or video (as
year at the Western Alliance conference in
Eugene, Oregon, for example), I take notice.
All of these systems are worth a look if
you're in the market for a new approach to
your planetarium presentation capability.
Good luck, however, in the happy task of
deciding which one to chose!

SciDome

ADLIP from Zeiss.

The smaller-domed facilities among us
were not overlooked in Wichita. In addition
to Evans & Sutherland's Digistar 3 Junior
entry, I had a chance to experience two systems specifically designed for small domes.
Inc. demonstrated its new SciDome
Digital Dome Theater. The diminutive but
capable system features Electric
II software, Starry Night Planetarium real-time
software for traditional planetarium
ities (including a 3D Hipparcos/Tycho data
base boasting 19 million objects), a 145degree fisheye projection system, a Nomad
automation console with graphical user interface, optional stereo sound system, and
inputs for external video and graphics
sources.
the system again
The stars displayed
seemed a bit large to me, but again, this may
be adjustable. Ask. And the video displayed
was quite good for the system, I thought. If

tioneers, inc:lulji:rl£
functions as well as color computer (y".""nh,i,-.,,
and video. The
stars and
looked a little square from my vantage
but the overall starfield looked
sonable, and the video
looked
er systems held up
the
version of the system will
to half that
frames per second
for LH~ I uvu-u,-",__

via Kosy

MEDIA GLOBE from Minolta.
Sasaki at Minolta Corporation, 67 Washington Road, Monroe, New York 10950, telephone 1-845-782-9056, fax 1-845-783-0496, email ksasaki@minolta.com. (MegaSystems
also offers projectors and consulting for large
format theaters, including a film projector
that can change from 8/70 to 35mm operation in 15 minutes. for information, contact
as given above.)
These small-dome systems combine most
of the features displayed in their larger
brethren, and the scaling-down still appears
to maintain reasonable quality. Check them
out.

Of course, the field was not left completely to the video systems in Wichita. Goto
Optical Manufacturing Company had a
model of their new CHRONOS projector on
site for demonstrations as well.
This projector is the result of two years of
consultation with planetarians at conferences around the world, in which Goto distilled our stated desires into a cute purple
machine that performs impressively. The
CHRONOS projects 8,500 stars down to magnitude 6.5 - very crisply, I might add - and a
set of planets with independent x-y capabili-

CHRONOS projector from Goto.

ty that can turn them also into an orrery,
Jupiter's moons, a binary star system, and so
on. And the sun and moon are quite lovely.
The machine is very responsive - capable
of zipping through a full rotation in just 20
seconds. There are 24 constellation figures
independently controlled, and a user-friendly control console with a number of clever
features to help the operator. The projector
was designed to use commercial track lighting lamps as the star lamps (at the princely
cost of $9 U.S. apiece!) that feed into fiber
optic bundles to project the stars. The system
fits domes up to 12 meters or 40 feet in diameter.
I found myself charmed by the
CHRONOS. It's a fine machine from the
looks and action of it, and it's nice to see that
strides are still being made in the sorts of
planetarium projection technology with
which we grew up, and for which there is
still a need and a demand, I think.
I also popped into the Goto inflatable
portable planetarium to see its 750-1,000
stars on display, looking quite good for an
inflatable portable. But I was especially
taken with a tiny, round, one kilo (twopound) video projector running off of a DVD
player. Made by Toshiba, it featured the ability to swivel up and down in altitude (and of
course, could be swung around in azimuth),
allowing one to position it anywhere on the
dome. The image was sizable and quite sharp
and good-looking, and it struck me as the
perfect auxiliary projector for any portable
where size and portability is always an issue.
Alas, I was told that Toshiba doesn't make it
any more, but if this interests you, you still
might inquire of Goto about this
little projector. Perhaps they know of something similar that might be available.
To find out more about the CHRONOS
and the full line of GOTO planetariums, contact the company at 4-16 Yazakicho, Fuchushi, Tokyo 183-8530, Japan, telephone 81-42362-5312, fax 81-42-361-9571, e-mail inf02@
goto.co.jp, or U.S. liaison Ken Miller, 1525
Bernice Street, Honolulu, Hawaii 96817 USA,
telephone 1-888-847-5800, fax 1-808-8475850, e-mail GotoUSA@earthlink.net.

The demonstration of new advances in
planetarium technology extended also to
the realm of the portables in Wichita, as
Learning Technologies premiered it new
fiber-optics projector for the Starlab. The
new projector uses miniature arc lamps as a
source for the fiber optics carrying light into
the projection cylinder, now equipped with
70 collimating lenses and an embedded
Milky Way. It's the same size as the old projector, so all auxiliary cylinders are compati-

ble and produce brighter and
One can't retrofit old ""arh-,.rc
fiber optics capabilities, however.
The Learning Technologies folks say that
the new projector
stars
times
brighter at half the size, and
crossother
legged inside the inflatable dome
oohers and aahers, I can vouch for that. The
new starfield looks great. And so do
tions from auxiliary cylinders. If you have a
Starlab, you'll want this kind of Starlab in
the future.
Learning Technologies offers a
other educational products, In.~ll·frlln<T
Sunspotter for safely
which accommodated Phil Sadler U,"UHUU'-'~
by being very well-spotted during the severup
al days he showed us images
the device near a sunny window. The triangular-shaped device (reviewed in a nl"'Ull,)l1~
column) can be positioned to send sun
image through several lenses onto a
tion screen at the bottom. And it's
a
reasonable image.
r \ · ...

Sunspotter from Learning
To get prices and information on these
and other products, contact President Jane
Sadler at Learning Technologies, Inc., 40
Cameron Avenue, Somerville, Massachusetts
02144 USA, telephone 1-800-537-8703 or
617-628-1459, fax 1-617-628-8606, e-mail
jsadler@starlab.com, web site <www.starlab
.com>.

Not all of the focus in Wichita was on presentation technologies; there was much to
glean from the product
as well.
And of course, often the two
blur
together. Here's a taste.
Loch Ness
P.O. Box 1159,
Groton, Massachusetts 01450 USA, teh~ptlOrle
1-978-448-3666 (or 1-888-4-NESSIE), fax 1-978448-3799, web site <www.lochness.com>.
had a new Mark Petersen Geodesium

slide-based programs (so long as those Wess
mounts continue to be made), I also suspect
we'll also see them doing more collaborations on full-dome programming with the
attendant 3D computer graphics as well. It
should be a good marriage.
Loch Ness has many other shows (including remastered slide sets and soundtrack for
their popular "Larry Cat in Space"), original
artwork slides, music "back-packs (music
libraries useful in show production), and the
LNP Compendium of planetariums to offer.
Check our their web site and con tact as
given above for prices and such.
National Space Centre, Exploration Drive,
Leicester LE4 5NS England, telephone 0116261-0261, fax 0116-258-2100, web site <www
.spacecentre.co.uk>, e-mail marketing@space
centre.co.uk, was present in force with exhibition hall demonstrations of a series of its
programs being made available to other
planetariums. I had a chance to screen video
renditions of three of them, in a adapted
Electric Sky format, I believe, and found
them excellently done and charming as well.
"Sunshine" is a 20-minute program for
children five and under featuring a friendly
cartoon sun who leads the young audience
in counting, singing "Twinkle Twinkle Little
Star," an introduction to the stars of the
nighttime sky, and other simple explorations. "Big," narrated by Richard Attenborough, whisks the audience away on a
nicely-conceptualized and immersive 23minute exploration of the notion of distance in the universe - and just how big big
is. "SETI," narrated by Hugh Laurie, does a
II

"Stellar Collections" from Loch Ness
Productions.

to announce, subtitled "Stellar Collections."
It's a remastered retrospective collection of
some of Mark's favorite pieces, including
selections from the Loch Ness-scored
"Gateway to Infinity" from the McDonnell
Star Theater and from "Perceptions," created
at my own facility, from the Loch Ness productions "Light Years from Andromeda,"
"The Voyager Encounters," and "MarsQuest,"
and also from Sky-Skan's special Effects Laser
Disc 4 - all of which in itself suggests the prolific nature of the Nessies.
I've listened to the album and it brought
back fond memories, since I've run nearly all
of the shows from which these pieces come.
It's good stuff in Mark's inimitable atmospheric style, richly layered and filled with
assorted moods. His music supports but
never gets in the way of a show, and that
makes for pleasant listening all by itself. And
it makes wonderful walk-in and walkout
music when it's not working behind a narrator.
"Stellar Collections" is the sixth in the
Geodesium series. We've sold a number of
them in our museum store over the years,
and they prove to be good sellers. Check out
this latest CD and the others, and contact
the Nessies from pricing information.
Loch Ness was busy on several fronts this
conference, and presented brief excerpts
from several of their currently available programs in the Cyberdome adapted for the
SkyVision full-dome system. We saw fullfledged tidbits of "Sky Quest" (also seen in
long form during another session), liThe
Cowboy Astronomer," '''Tis the Season,"
"Magellan: Report from Venus," "Oceans in
Space," and "MarsQuest." It was nice to see
how well and how crisply the imagery translated to the full-dome video format; it said
much about the resolution of the video systems these days. While I suspect that the
Nessies will continue to develop and support

"Big" from National Space Centre.

remarkable job of covering a wide variety
of
topiCS relating to the
search for life in the universe in 25 minutes.
was very impressed with each of
They're well-written and read, very
(and immersively) visualized, and are full
all sorts of wry and clever bits, CU'-~'djU""
familiar topiCS in a
that looks and
fresh.
If these are any example, there's
very good stuff coming out of Leicester
these days, and well worth looking at
talking to the Centre folks about "r1~nYI-'''-HT
whether you have immersive video
The National Space Centre also has
products they're willing to offer,
computer interactives, audiovisual presentations, physical interactives, and individual
visual sequences and still images. And
do some consulting on the side.
If you're interested in any of this (and you
should be), contact Alex Barnett, Business
Development Director, at
0116258-2104, the fax number given above,
at
e-mail alexb@spacecentre.co.uk.
Audiovisual
Inc., 10801
Cosmonaut Boulevard, Orlando, Florida
32824, telephone 1-800-952-7374
office at 7953 Twist Lane, Springfield, Virginia 22153, telephone 1-800-346-5273), web
site <www.av-imagineering.com>, e-mail
joanne@av-imagineering.com, showed
Omniscan laser system presentation of
Perseus and Andromeda story in its
of the Night Sky" series. I've seen it before,
and it's still good, with fine laser animation
illustrating the cleverly (but ac(=uratE~ly-told
Greek myth.
As I mentioned earlier, AVI is collaborating with Spitz to create the tale of Orion in
HH_HA'LULL<C

Omniscan image from A udio Visual
Imaginering.

full-color animation for the Electric Sky system. From the trailer I saw, this is a finished
product I definitely want to see.
For information on Omniscan and its
offerings, contact Joanne Young as given
above.
Laser Fantasy International, 13200 SE 30th
Street, Suite B, Bellevue, Washington 98005
USA, telephone 1-425-644-2777, fax 1-425644-0330, web site <www.laserfantasy.com>.
whose Lumisphere laser system serves smaller domes while Omniscan serves larger (with
programming between the two systems
swappable), presented a demonstration of its
system including constellation figures, an
orrery and other astronomical imagery, cellframe-type animations, 3D graphics, and
laser choreography for the Monty Python
Universe song (surely by now, an unofficial
anthem of our quirky profession) and a fogshrouded rock number. All good stuff.
LFI also offers an extensive library of laser
clip art comprised of hundreds of thousands
of frames on CD, as well as a large array of
shows from astronomical topics to family
matinees to the traditional head-banger rock
shows. Scott Huggins indicated that many of
the shows were being converted to meet
ILDA standards. For more information on its
eqUipment and product lines, contact Scott
at 300 East Evans Street, Suite P290, West
Chester, Pennsylvania 19380 USA, 1-610-9188292, fax 1-610-918-8293, e-mail scott@laser
fantasy.com.

the December 2002 eclipse across Earth, an
Earth globe with weather and moving
clouds and hurricanes, plus sequences on
Earth impacts, Earth seasons, assorted sunEarth views, and some extras. All very useful
stuff for illustrating all sorts of programs.
DVD #1, just to remind you, includes highdefinition images of all of the planets of the
solar system in rotating, zooming and slewing modes, and DVD #2 features an expanded view of the solar system that adds moons,
asteroids, the sun, etc. A fourth in the series,
called "Deep Space," will feature nebulae,
galaxies, quasars, and so on. Joe Hopkins told
me that the first three, which sell for
$395, and $495 U.S. respectively, can be had
now through year's end for $995 U.S.
JHE also offers a line of lovely Joe Tucciarone all-skies of nebulae and galaxies and
individual slides, including a 13-slide set representing the most frequently requested
slides in the JHE catalog. Joe also has complete shows to offer including the eclectic
"From Stars to Starfish" and "Midnight's
Canvas" which will be out soon, and which
Joe describes as a celebration of the beauty
of the sky while seeking an understanding of
it. JHE also sells a complete suite of show
equipment including an automation system,
digital audio and visual production equipment, panorama and all-sky systems, and
more. Check it all out using the contact
information above.

it's worth a mention
since rer)re~,entatives showed up in Wichita
catalogs of the gorgeous all-skies
for sale. And
indeed gorgeous.
Six-slide all-sky sets of assorted astr01101111cal images - planets, nebulae, "-"UU-","L'-,,,
the like - are available for 100 euros
(roughly $100 U.S.), but it was
graphic images of
impressed me the most.
trum from flower
and olive groves
and cactus deserts to mosques,
observatory interiors,
Times Square in New York
Simply beautiful.
go for 170
apiece, or can be made into 12-slide
mas for 180 euros.
If you have either
or pan
COlrlti:gUl'ations, you will want
catalogs, or will want to go to their
and feast your eyes. Then
how
look on your dome, and
checking your
accounts.
The company also offers a
dren's
shows for
Kenan Bromann at the numbers
discuss the company's wares. It's very
to
see new sources of excellen t
useful
material for our
and this is
ly that.
(1pl",nli"tp_

all-sky
Seiler Instrument & M(mtlta~ctulrir:Lg
Inc., Planetarium Division, 23
Park, Narberth, IJDcn-nC'ui!n'1,'"
phone 1-610-664-0308, e-mail zeiss@

Lumisphere image from Laser Fantasy
International
Joe Hopkins Engineering, P.O. 14278,
Bradenton, Florida 342809 USA, telephone 1800-JHE-5960, web site <www.joehopkins
engineering.com>, e-mail jhelvalu@gte.net.
had a new DVD of video sequences available
at IPS called DVD #3 liThe Earth." It features a
very nice selection of Earth-related bits including a generic Earth, a rotating Earth
(with night lights), Earth chords, the path of
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DVD effects sequences from [HE.

allsky.de, nietzschestr. 7, 24116 KieC
Germany, telephone 49-431-12-27-98-16, fax
1-49-431-12-27 -98-15, e-mail infor@allsky.de.
web site <www.allsky.de>. is a company I
mentioned briefly in the last column, but

Amiens Rose Window all-sky from Seiler.

church windows, photographic scenery, and
artwork pans including Stonehenge, Chichen Itza, Kitt Peak, and others.
I've patronized this catalog in the past,
and have been happy with the materials
received and the results on our dome. The
catalog includes stuff you don't find in a lot
of other places, including a number of views
from national parks and nature. Check out
this source as well; you'll be glad you did.
Space Telescope Science Institute, 3700
San Martin Drive, Baltimore, Maryland
21228 USA, telephone 1-410-338-4394, e-mail
stoke@stsci.edu, web sites <www.stscLedu
/outreach> and <informal-sci.stsci.edu>, was
present in the body of John Stoke, who ran
his celebrated ViewSpace sequences in the
exhibit area during the conference. I've
waxed poetic about his stuff before, and it

continues to be an esthetic possibility for
any exhibit kiosk or planetarium short feature, filled with Hubble Space Telescope
imagery, spare and effective words, and lovely music. It's good science education, and it's
very relaxing besides. I'm just waiting for a
MAC-compatible version ...
John offers CD samples plus instructions
on how to get and use his pieces. It's very
well worth checking into; those who run it
tend to rave about it. Contact the ViewSpace
man above for details.
Bishop Museum Planetarium, 1525 Bernice
Street, Honolulu, Hawaii 96817 USA, telephone 1-808-848-4162, e-mail explorers@
bishopmuseum.org, web site <www.bishopmuseum.org/planetarium>, has announced a
third in its Explorers line of planetarium
programs, this one called "Explorers of the
International Space Station" to follow
"Explorers of Polynesia!! and "Explorers of
Mauna Kea./1 Like the other show kits, this
one comes with 250 slides, video, soundtrack
on CD, script and production notes, and
props for the live sections featured in the
programs. the price is $895 US. for US. facilities, $1,200 US. for facilities outside the US.
I've not had a chance to screen the new
program, which focuses on the ISS and its
international crews working together in
space, or experience its live sections, including giving the audience "the chance to look
for the station in their own home sky," as
the brochure states. But I've seen the others

and enjoyed them, and the live sections are
very good. If you'd like to know more and
can't make it or haven't made it to the workshops that the Bishop people do at conferences, contact Mike Shanahan through the
contact information listed.
Sudekum Planetarium, Cumberland
Science Museum,800 Fart Negley Boulevard,
Nashville, Tennessee 37203, telephone 1-615401-5077, fax 1-615-401-5102, web site
<www.SudekumPlanetarium.com>, e-mail
krismccall@csmisfun.com or planetmc
call@aoLcom, has Sam Snark at it again in a
new holiday program called "Santa Snork
Saves the Seasons." Good old Sam, featured
in "The Planet Patrol" and "Star Stealers:
Planet Patrol 2," is this time out to figure out
and save the seasons, though I haven't seen
the program and so don't know exactly
how. That would be giving it away in any
case.

"Santa Snark Saves the Seasons" from
Sudekum Planetarium

Hubble images appear in STScI's "ViewSpace."

Explorers programs from Bishop Museum
Planetarium.

Rather, contact Kris McCall above and
find out for yourself. The program sells for
$775 US., and is one of a large number available from Sudekum, which had been marketing its shows for a number of years.
Buhl Planetarium & Observatory at the
Carnegie Science Center in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania USA, is offering another kind
of family experience in its program "The Sky
Above Mr. Rogers Neighborhood," written
and performed by the children's TV icon
Fred Rogers in an exploration of the sky
with computer animations of the popular
characters from the long-running TV program "Mr. Rogers' Neighborhood./I
Kids love this guy. I've not seen the 20-

East Coast also sells a wide
of planetarium control equipment, including what
I think is a fairly new control system called
Orion that controls your planetarium instrument. For data on East Coast's line of products and services, contact Kelly Quinn as
above.
Science Centre, Box 2100, Stn.
"M," Lac. #73, Calgary, Alberta, Canada T2P
2M5, telephone 1-403-268-8332, fax 1-403237-8967, e-mail susan.cannon@calgary
science.ca, has a new children's program
available for delivery beginning this
January. It's called "The Super Sky Show,"
and its a hoot.

liThe
1) a
slide show kit, lllc:luomig
slides (with artwork characters)
and
slides, annotated
notes, for $995 U.S. plus Ch,rYnllrlrr
video show kit, including video of
pets in Beta, VHS, or DVD formats, all-skies,
selected single slides, annotated
production notes, for
U.S.
ping. If
looking for a cute
school show, definitely have a look at
one. Contact Susan for more details or
view audio cassette or VHS tape.

More
'02, some of it from familiar faces
from new. Here's a sarnpling:
Bowen
748 East Bates Street,
Indiana 46202 USA,
Suite 300,
telE~ph()ne 1-317-226-9650, fax 1-317-226-9651,

'7he Sky Above Mr. Rogers' Neighborhood" from Buhl Planetarium.
minute program personally, but I'll bet it's a
lot like his show. For information and acquisition details and costs, contact James
Hughes at 1-412-237-3348, e-mail hughesj@
csc.cl pgh.org.
East Coast Control Systems, p.o. Box 486,
Main Street, Bigler, Pennsylvania 16825 USA,
telephone 1-814-857-5420, fax 1-814-857-5422,
has entered the show production business
with a $299 U.S. planetarium show for young
audiences entitled "The Friendly Stars." I
haven't screened this one either, but it
includes a DVD with soundtrack, animations and visuals, an annotated script, a 42minute audio CD-ROM of a live performance, and a 20-year site license to run it.

"Friendly Stars" from East Coast Control
Systems.

"The Super Sky Show" puppets
Calgary Science Center.
Designed for kids ages three to eight, the
32-minute show uses a talk show format
with videotaped puppets to cover astronomy concepts and sky myths and to have
some laughs. Host Seymour
greets the
sun and Earth as a bickering sister act, contending over the differences between stars
and planets and sneaking in concepts of revolution, rotation, and the seasons. A vain
Queen CaSSiopeia relates the story
her daughter Andromeda and chains, and
the final "mystery" guest is Draco the
on, whom Seymour grills about his role in
the guarding of the golden apple tree of Hera
and how Hercules upset his applecart, so to
speak. In the breaks between,
counts down his seven favorite tie colors
(the spectral colors in order) and takes the
audience on a tour of the northern
and
then on "safari" in search for animal constellations. At the end, all sing "You're a Star.I!
Calgary does very clever kids' programs,
and this is one of them. I thoroughly
enjoyed the videotape review copy I
acquired from producer Susan Cannon, and
how education was mixed into the fun format. Susan claims that, for some reason,
Seymour reminds her of me - but don't let
that put you off the show. I found
to be much better behaved.

were most imlpn~ssive
ful for computer pn)1ec:ncm
and DVD
Bowen is an UU.'LU~HHAA"
dealer, and can also be contacted as
above.
Bowen also nrrn7,rioc
array
inc:lUOlrlg theater and
eql1ipmE~nt, show kits, custom show
tion and soundtrack work among
Contact Jeff Bowen as
above
information on any and all.

>oeon-'-'V"T Projector available
Bowen Productions.

MMI Corporatio.n, 2958
P.O. Box 19907, Baltimore,
USA,
1-410-366-1222, fax

by the French company R. S. Automation
Cosmos, fits neatly into a 32 kilogram (70pound) trunk. It projects 1,500 stars, 100 or so
with lenses, the Milky Way, 12 Messier
objects, manually positioned planets, sun
and moon, and grids. It boasts a 16-foot
inflatable dome with a proper doorway
nearly 1.5 meters (nearly five feet) tall.
It also comes in a stationary version for
which a 16-foot metal dome is available (a
similar door way is assumed). For more data
on this and other MMI products, engage as
given above.

Portable CosmOdyssey projector from
MMI.

Astro-Tec Manufacturing, Inc. P.O. Box
608, 550 Elm Ridge Avenue, Canal Fulton,
Ohio 44614 USA, telephone 1-330-854-2209,
fax 1-330-854-5376, e-mail shopper@astrotec.com, web site <www.astro-tec.com>. had
a statement in the liner notes of their CDROM that stated: "There's something about
the dome that inspires awe in all who see it."
Amen. They should know; they've been
building them for planetariums and other
venues for 40 years. This year, Astro-Tec distributed the aforementioned CD-ROM as a

Astro-Tec company CD.

way to inform people about their products
and services, and it does a very nice job. If
you'd like a copy, contact Clayton and
Stephanie Hopper as listed above.
I've worked under several of their domes
and watched two of them go up as I gnawed
my fingernails down to the cuticle at the
assorted acrobatics required. They do good
work, and the domes stay up - and stay in
good, solid shape. And I'm still working
under one. If you need a dome, they're definitely good people with whom to talk.
Hong Kong Space Museum, has a space
exploration game for sale, and it's looking
for parties who are interested in becoming
dealerships for the distribution and sale of
the game. It's a brightly colored run-yourtoken-around-the board game in which
players learn about astronomy and space
along the way. Contact Savio Fong, President, Founders Group, telephone and fax
852-26923984, e-mail saviofong@founders
.com.hk in Hong Kong to learn more.
He's also looking for parties interested in
dealership, sales, and marketing opportunities for astronomical telescopes and equipment from China and Hong Kong. And the
Hong Kong Astronomy League is looking for
alliances with others outside China to discuss exchange and educational programs. If
you'd like to make these sorts of contacts,
contacting Mr. Fong above would be the
place to start.

The Stars Go With Us
Musik International, 154 Betasso Road,
Boulder, Colorado 80302 USA, telephone 1888-476-8745 or 1-303-448-0958, e-mail
retail@musikinternational.com, has rereleased John Serrie's celebrated 1986 album
"And the Stars Go With You," remastered
and including a new bonus track. The album
was created following the Challenger disas-

"And the Stars Go With You" CD by John
Serrie.

ter to honor those lost, and became
the
the most popular-selling albums
called "electro-ambient" space music
ethereal
It's simply lovely,
evoking a variety of moods - of which
nicely reminded in
to the
copy I received not long ago.
New World Music is in fact
of John's albums available

er for your gift shop, and sets
moods for your
ingress and egress music. To
to inquire further, you can contact Musik
International as
above, or can call
800-936-7321 or consult the New World
site at <www.newworldmusic.com>. Good
stuff, this.
f-IHCUH_LULL

Ganymede Technologies
Suite 301, 431 Hudson Ave. NE, Box
Salmon Arm, British Columbia, Canada
4N8, telephone 1-877-675-4713, fax 250-8322075, web site <www.stardatecards.com>.
mail ganymede@sunwave.net, advertised a
new astronomical novelty at the IPS
ence, in collaboration with the H.R. MacMillan Space Center in Vancouver. For
of $19.95 U.S. ($24.95 Canadian), you can send
a message to the universe.
First, you choose a target from a list of cosmic objects or constellations of the
for example, and the transmission
Then you draft a brief message, and receive a
"certificate of transmission." Next, your
sage is sent to the stars via a laser-fitted telescope at the Gordon Southam
at the MacMillan Space Centre converting the digital message into infrared
signals emitted
the laser. Once the message is sent, you're notified by mail, and
accessing the web site with your assigrted
number code, you can track your message as
it travels through space (in that you can
keep track of how far away it is, and can
learn something about the objects it has or
will encounter along the way.) Cool!
Ganymede claims that the tightly focused
message will remain coherent to a similar
technology for 30,000 to 50,000 light years
out - as much as half-way across the
After that, it will persist at least as !',artn-Ol'1\!inating photons spreading into the vast
stretches of the cosmos.
While a novelty, this has a much better
pedigree than the pet rock: it has educational value in that the sender can learn about
how such messages are sent, what will
pen to them, what they will pass, how
space is, and how this relates, in a way, to
SETI. And since it's clear what

and what you're doing, it shouldn't raise the
ire of those opposed to star-naming or selling
real estate on the moon.
Planetariums and science centers have an
opportunity to participate in the project by
contracting with Ganymede to offer the
stardate card service to their public on-site.
There was a hefty advertised licensing fee in
Wichita ($8,000 U.S. for a five-year license
including connection to network links and
various support services and on-site kiosks),
and your facility and Ganymede split the
revenue from the card sales according to a
graduated formula based on numbers sold. It
made me express an eek for small facilities
and small markets, but the Ganymede people seemed very willing to consider shorter
trial periods for a lesser fee for those who
fear their market sizes may not support the
grander effort.
John Dickenson of the MacMillan assured
in a letter to IPS delegates as a part of the promotional package that he and his staff are
satisfied that the technology for this effort
works, and that the program is credible and
feasible. I think it also makes for a nice astronomical novelty that can educate a bit and
can perhaps make your facility some money
if you can match fees to your market potential. If you'd like to learn more, you can

japanese Star lore
There's a fine small volume called "Star
Lore of Japan" by Kouichi Kitao recently
available from Ama River Publishing
Company, P.O. Box 3286, Amherst, Massachusetts 01004, telephone/fax 1-413-2533044, e-mail amariver@attbLcom, web site
<www.amariver.com>. The book is divided
into twelve chapters, one for each month of
the year, each featuring a star or star pattern
and Japanese lore associated with it. One
learns, for example, that in Hiroshima,
Canopus is called the "Lazy Star" because it
only "works" (that is, appears above the horizon) very briefly at that latitude. The belt
and sword of Orion are part of a square measuring cup, Vega and Altair are the lovers
separated by the Milky Way and the focus of
the Japanese Tanabata Festival, and the Big
Dipper is seen as a boat rudder.
There are many small gems of folklore in
this book, traditionally bound with a yuzen
cloth cover. It's a publication every plane tarian should have in his library, and one that
you may want to offer in your gift shop as
well. Contact Ama River Publishing for
details and to order, and enjoy!

watcher@.att.net, web site <home.att.net
rsky_watcher>. Roger offers several assorted
documents; among my favorites is the
"Skywatchers Almanac" which provides the
daily times of the rising and setting of the
sun and moon customized for your location,
plus information on eclipses and occultations, coordinates and magnitudes of the
brightest stars, planet visibility during the
year and other useful bits. The laser-printed
version sells for $20 U.S., the regular for $18.
Perhaps my very favorite is the "Photographer's Almanac of the Sun and Moon,"
computed for your latitude, longitude, and
time zone, containing the daily times of sunrise, sunset, moonrise, and moonset, as well
as the time of local noon and the sun's altitude then, the percent of illumination of the
moon at its riSing, and the beginning and
ending of morning and evening twilight
respectively (chosen as the time of "mid-twilight," when the sun is nine degrees below
the horizon - in other words, halfway to
"astronomical twilight.") It's a very handy
desktop reference for finding out at a glance
when it's going to get dark. This one also
sells for $20 U.S.
Roger offers additional useful references
(check out his catalog), and he also sent me a
review copy of his new SKYWATCHER software for science teachers, which plots curves
of the sun's and moon's altitudes versus the
local time for any day of the year from the
year 1901 forward, for any location on the
surface of the Earth. The software comes on
a 3.5-inch diskette for Windows-based pes,
and can be used to graphically determine

"Japanese Star Lore" from Ama River Publishing.
Stardate Cards from Ganymede Corp.
access the web site, talk to John Dickenson,
or contact the president of Ganymede, Alan
DesHarnais, as given earlier.
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Sky Almanacs
It's time once again to get your useful sky
almanacs for 2003 from Roger Mansfield at
Astronomical Data Service, 3922 Leisure
Lane, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80917, telephone 1-719-597-4068., e-mail sky_
Planetarian

Skywatchers Almanac from Astronomical
Data Service.

Vol. 31, No.4, December 2002

the circumstances of sunrise and sunset, twilight, moonrise and moonset, moon phases,
and other useful bits of information. It's provided at no additional charge to purchasers
of the two $20 publications mentioned
above.
Roger adds that June 6, 2004, is the upcoming 60th anniversary of D-day, observing that astronomy played a crucial role in
the selection of that day (in terms of the
moon and the tides). Roger explains in an
accompanying flyer, showing how the SKYWATCHER software can illustrate the
details. It's quite interesting, and a good

example of how the software can be used to
inform one's investigations.
If you'd like a catalog of Astronomical
Data Service products, inquire of Roger in
Colorado Springs. I recommend them highly.

ever deeper into the new millennium.
The world is sometimes - oftentimes
difficult and worrisome
as
can attest. But as long as someone
reaching for those stars, however
wherever we can,
whoever
to do the same, then there's still
making this Earth a little better
we found it. Here's
that
reaching. And when you
hold
thing new, let me know.
Indeed, until next time ... what's

Finally ...
Had enough? Columns following big conferences are always jam-packed, but it shows
how our profession grows and advances
with each one. As the solstice approaches,
my wish is that you, too, grow and advance
in the coming year and beyond, as we creep

Attention Advertisers
Starting in March 2003, the Planetarian will have a bold, new look. And new advertising guidelines. Please, we need
all ads to be sent digitally. For specifics please see http://www.GriffithObs.org/IPSGuidelines.html.
-R. Bonadurer
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Use the STAR LAB planetarium, an
educational
for:
.. school & community outreach
.. training programs
iii hands~on education
.. multicultural education
.. workshops
.. public relations
.. special events
.. fund raising

and effective

.. convenient and safer than other teIE~sC'OPEtS for solar
observation
.. ideal for small groups
.. useful for viewing the sun, C\;IIIJ"C",
the
sunspots, and for daily record

of

"It's a clever device, an easy and extremely portable way to view
the sun • •• It's a great way to demonstrate that the sun rotates,
that sunspots change, and that the number of sunpots changes
oller the solar cycle. I'm soJd on them. "
- Jim Manning, Taylor Planetarium,
Museum of the Rockies,
and Associate Editor, The Planetarian

april.whitt@fernbank.edu
A short column to round out the year,
gentle readers. There's a bit of summer gardening and some winter fireside reading.
Thanks to Amera Platt and John Mosley for
their contributions.
As always, I have free books for readers
who want them and can return a review in a
few weeks. Contact me at the address above.

Planning and Planting A Moon Garden, by
Marcella Shaffer, Story Communications,
Inc. Schoolhouse Road, Vermont, 05261,
©2000, ISBNl-58017-339-X, US$3.95.

Reviewed by Amera Cook Platt, Wayne High
School, Fort Wayne, Indiana, USA.
Do you like gardening and flowers? Do
you like moonlight and warm summer
evenings? If the answer is "yes" to either
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question, then this booklet is for you.
Planning and Planting a Moon Garden would
be very useful to those who do not have a
"green thumb". This publication is a mini
course in gardening. It tells how to design a
moon garden and how to choose plants, as
well as how to care for and encourage them.
[Ed. note: a moon garden uses flowers that
can be enjoyed during the late evening and
early night hours. Some flowers bloom only
at late evening and night and others, particularlv several white varieties seem to actually
glo~ under a moonlight. -JM! For planetariums that have spacious grounds or even
small outside spots for a few plants, such a
garden would be an added attraction. And if
you have the space, consider this for your
own home.
This publication is a mini course in gardening. It tells how to design a moon
garden and choose plants, as well as
how to care for and encourage them.

The author describes in great detail how
to choose a site and prepare the soil, helpful
if you are a beginning gardener.
One variety of moon garden requires
plants that have silver to blue-green foliage
and white or very light-colored blossoms.
This kind of garden appears to glow on
moon-lit nights.
A lengthy list and deSCription of plants is
an important part of this booklet. Shaffer
includes scientific names, growing zones,
and plant heights. As one would expect, the
list is not complete because of the wide variety of plant species. But having a moon garden myself, I can vouch for many of the
plants she suggests, such as lamb's ear, astilbe,
cleome, foxglove, and artemisia. They all give
off an eerie glow in moonlight.
A moon garden can also include nightblooming plants, for scent rather than visual
appeal.
For those who do not like the hard work
of gardening in large flowerbeds, try Shaffer's
ideas for "container gardening". Moon gardening is a way I have found to bring two of
my favorite sciences together: botany and
astronomy,.
(Ed. note: Fernbank offered a family workshop for planting container moon gardens as
a holiday gift idea in early December. We
were able to draw from the horticulture and
astronomy departments here, and the participants were delighted with their projects.
This booklet was invaluable in setting up the
workshop. - AW)

Seeing in the Dark, Timothy Ferris, Simon &
Schuster, 1230 Avenue of the Americas, New
York, New York, 10020, ©2002, 379 pages
hardbound, ISBN 0-684-86579-3, US$26.00.

Reviewed by John Mosley, Griffith Observatory, Los Angeles, California
Let me begin
saying that
enjoyed this book. Much of it ~~~.~~:;~IIT7
earlier chapters - is a personal
a boy's and then a man's love for astronomy.
It parallels my own, and I kept II IJl 11 .I'd H;:" ,
"Yes, I was there."
tells it
better than I ever could, and he expresses
thoughts
that I had never
verbalized. Timothy let me better understand my own feelings toward the
and
on
up as an amateur astronomer. It
is a personal book for him, and it was for me
too.
Timothy became well-known for his wonderful Galaxies book of some twenty years
ago, and he's followed it with a series of
books on cosmology, extraterrestrial Hfe, and
other subjects with a
theoretical component. I had forgotten how rooted he in
observing the
with backyard tel12SCODI2S
and that he'd shared the same
and frustrations that all of us do who try to
ate the secrets of the cosmos with amateur
equipment. It's an odd hobby for a kid, and
he shows that those of us who went
it have a personal connection to the
deeper than those who came into astronomy
through other channels.
HU.HAJ",-,

UllVUlJ',a

(Please see Reviews on page 37)

HandYou should have received your copy of
the handbook, in the form of a CD-ROM
along with this issue of the Planetarian! This
handbook contains information about all
aspects of buying and running a portable
planetarium, whether as a business or some
type of outreach program. Due to delays in
production I was able to include information and pictures from the July IPS 2002
Conference.
I hope this publication is of value to you.
If not, please pass it along to someone who
may be able to use the information. Remember, all comments, corrections and/or additions are greatly appreciated!
If you cannot open or read the CD-ROM
please request a printed copy from me. I have
made a few black and white copies for just
that purpose.

tarians, new innovations in
tion, a brand new ST ARLAB FiberArc projector (with a multi lens starfield), a brand new
GOTO NEX projector with a new dome, storytelling by Lynn Moroney, and all of the
social events, were some of the highlights
and the most remarkable demonstrations I
had the opportunity to see. There was so
much more that I missed because almost all
papers and workshops were concurrent with
the portable workshops.
On a personal note, the Banquet was especially memorable. At this time IPS members
gave me an incredible indication of their
support and friendship that was qUite overwhelming! It touched me very deeply.
Thank you all from my heart to your heart!
Information about some new projectors
can be found on the CD-ROM Handbook
under the section titled "Manufacturers."
The Conference Proceedings will contain the
Lynn Moroney paper as well as other papers
relevant to small dome users. Brief comments on the five workshops follow below.

"tricks-of-the-trade"
constellation props and
materials.

Loris
(Osservatorio As-tronclmlco
Serafino Zani zani@serafinozanLit) and
Reynolds Button (OCM BOCES
Loris and I shared our eXpeI'lellCe
program for
school
10 year olds). We showed how this

JC'-"'--''--Uh'
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IPS Conference Workshop Presenters are (left to right):
Button Jeanne Bishop, Loris Ramponi. Photo
Thomas Button

Brown, Dan Rosen, Susan

ians
Pedro Saizar (St. George's College North, C.
Rivadavia y Don Bosco, 1613 Los Polvorines,
Buenos Aires, Argentina, psaizar@hotmail
.com) is writing a handbook for small and
portable planetariums too. There are a lot of
portables (both ST ARLAB and EX-3) in
Argentina and Pedro has been instrumental
in networking these planetarians. His handbook is being written in Spanish and will
present similar content with a different
approach that you will find delightful. If you
have any suggestions, information or contributions for this handbook please contact
Pedro.

IPS

2002:

This was another excellent conference,
very well run and attended by over 400 delegates. The five workshops for portable plane-

Story
Dan Rosen (Western Sky,
aol.com)
Dan is a gifted storyteller who shared
some of his favorite stories as well as specific
his
tec:hnlqlles for captivating and
audiences. He certainly enthralled us with
his style and enthusiasm.

Jeanne Bishop (Westlake Public Schools
Planetarium, jeanbishop@aol.com)
Jeanne has done extensive research and is
an authority on what is considered appropriate and what is not appropriate content for

to simulate a space
in
was
classroom or a
It is an alternain the solar
tive way to teach about
system, conditions in space travel, geograof
and involves students

",'-6-", ... -1-';""",

a Business with A Portable

tarium

Brown
Productions,
david@earthlink.net)
During the first part of this
Dayle shared valuable information about
starting and
a business
a
There was time left over so
launched us in a different direction
we
were treated to a program called "Treasure

Island ... In this part of her
we
explored some of the navigational tasks that
would have been encountered
the characters in the fictional trip to "Treasure
Island" by Robert Louis Stevenson. The winning "crew" received "treasure!! (gold foilwrapped candy). This program was modified
from the PAS.S. series Volume 2, Activities for
the School Planetarium, Lesson 16, which was
written by Gerald L. Mallon.

New
On 8 September 2002, Jon E.
(jonesalley@sctelcom.net), started a ST ARLAB
discussion group at Yahoo groups. As a new
ST ARLAB owner, Jon decided that it would
be a good idea to get and share information
by networking portable planetarium directors through e-mail. He would like to invite
any and all interested parties to jOin. This
group is available for all portable planetarians and anyone involved in or interested in
planetaria or astronomy in general.
You may subscribe by sending an email to
the following address: planetarians-subscribe@yahoogroups.com

PIPS "" . . . "" ... ".... ,.. on 20
2002:

"'or'l>TOI"lni'"'l>,a ..

Twenty-three people attended a PIPS
(Powerful Interactive Planetarium Systems)
meeting Friday, September 20, 2002 at the
Schenectady Museum in Schenectady, NY.
(http://www.schenectadymuseum.org/about
.html)
This meeting was made possible by two
gracious hostesses, Laura Lehtonen (Science
Coordinator, Capital Region BOCES) and
Colleen Gino (Planetarium Director, Schenectady Museum Planetarium).
In the morning we shared our current job
situations, concerns and information. We
looked at new books, resources and new
products from Learning Technologies, Inc.
We saw a show in the Schenectady Planetarium and then a STARLAB planetarium setup demonstration was
Ideas were
shared under the dome as we sat under the
new starfield with a beautiful Milky
In the afternoon participants were invited
to meet and interact with a very
guest. Joseph Bruchac, a well-known Native
American storyteller and prolific author. He
came to lunch and then presented an inspiring two-hour workshop. During the workstoshop he presented Native American
ries, some of which were based on his book
Keepers of the Night and a new book
Up the Sky.
He reminded us that when we are preparing to use stories in our
we
should:
1. know the source of the story - authentiacademic research
cate it

2. become familiar with the culture,
and nationalities(s) of
in the
story
3. know the traditions in the culture-chose
stories that are not restricted
4. know that it is not necessary to state the
moral at the end of the SIClrv··annOIU2:n
everyone will not understand everything,
will understand
5. know that stories can be
at
another time and a greater level of
understanding will be achieved as listeners have had more life expel~leI1CE~S.
This
and our special guest
BOCES,
were supported
O.C.M. B.O.C.E.S, and Learning
Inc.

$9.95 USD. The activities
fun
but you must be careful to look
inaccuracies and make corrections
draw the quarter moon like a
and
call the

Sun, Moon and Stars by Frank
Deborah
and
Beth
is a book of activities, games literature

"Moon
Movement Game"
1. Make a moon mat (You
size bed sheet). Divide the
sections (S across

activities that
ium visit. The first
Movement Game"
The second is called
stellations."

Draw and label five moon phases in
each section. Represent each moon
phase four times on the mat.
2. Make a spinner with 16 sections. For
each quarter of the spinner label which
foot or hand must be used (Right Hand,
Right Foot, Left Hand, Left Foot).
3. Spread the mat out and have the students identify each phase. Show them
the spinner and explain the game.
Students will take turns in groups of one
to three. As the spinner is spun the student places the appropriate hand or foot
on the mat as directed by the spinner.
4. The play continues until one child loses
their balance or falls down then a new
group plays.
5. One literature connection is recommended for this age group: Moon Man
by Tomi Ungerer (Robert's Rinehart,
1998). It is a tale of adventure where the
man in the moon comes to Earth and
then has to escape from jail with the
help of his changing phases! I have not
read this book though, so you will need
to preview it for accuracy.
"Collaborative Constellations"
1. You make stars out of construction
paper (laminate them before use if possible) and tape them to the floor in the
pattern of a constellation or asterism.
2. Then chosen students are asked to stand
on a star and are given a flashlight.
3. With the classroom lights turned off,

students shine their flashlights straight
up on the ceiling to form the star pattern on the ceiling.
4. Students can work in small groups to
make more patterns. When the teacher
gives the "ready" signal, the classroom
lights are turned off and students make
their own starry sky.
5. As an extension activity, groups of students can create their own star patterns
or constellations and present them to
the class. The class can then try to guess
what it is. Then the group that created it
can tell its name and their original story

in touch.
Please don't forget to
me what is new out there and send me
ideas and

Illustration from: Early Themes: Sun, Moon & Stars -Scolastic Books

ce
The Service Award Winner for 2002 is Susan Reynolds Button. For more than a decade
she has provided the venue for planetarians with portable planetariums to share
shows, ideas and techniques. She has been writing the column Mobile News Network
since June 1991 for our journal. The umbrella organization for the portable planetarium presenters was formed even earlier as PIPS for Powerful Interactive Planetarium
Systems. She is also the Great Lakes Planetarium Association affiliate representative to
IPS. The Service Award is the highest award bestowed upon members by IPS. Susan
Button is the 15th recipient of this award in the 30-year history of IPS.
Seven new Fellows were recognized for their contributions to IPS.
George Fleenor
Martin George
Ole Knudsen
Marc Moutin
James O'Leary
Kosy Sasaki
John Stoke
The President's Plaque was awarded to Dale Smith, culminating his six years on
Council as President-elect, President and Past President.
Phyllis Pitluga, Astronomer Emerita
Adler Planetarium & Astronomy Museum
ppi tl uga@adlernet.org
1-847-356-8689 (phone)
1-847-644-4711 (cell phone)

about it.
6. Two literature connections are
mended for this age group: I Am a
by Jean Marzollo (Scoiastic, 2000)
Stars
Jennifer
(Grosset &
Dunlap, 1996). I have not read
books either so,
you will
preview them for accuracy.

U

hughesj@csc.clpgh.org
To

Kansas ...

Special thanks to Martin
Al
DeSena and Davin Plateau (and their spouses)
of Exploration Place, as well as the rest of the
staff for making the 2002 IPS Conference
such a success! The Boeing Cyberdome
Theater was jam packed with 21+ video projectors displaying four different all-dome
video systems, by my count. I sat beneath
the tilted dome and tried to soak in the technological marvels all around me, but I
couldn't stop thinking about the folks who
don't have the means to rustle up one of
these costly beauties. Someone near helped
me put it all in perspective. "We are all alldome users", she said.

Planetarium
at UN World Summit
The BMW Group EarthLounge at the UN
World Summit on Sustainable Development
in Johannesburg, South Africa, featured a
SkyVision Full Dome Video System and Digital Sky. This was Sky-Skan's 26 th Sky Vision
installation. Realized by ag4 mediatecture of
Cologne Germany and situated in Sandton
Square directly outside the Summit Conference Center, the Lounge is a 24-meter translucent hemisphere representing the Earth.
In the evenings during the conference,
high-resolution images of the Earth were
projected inside the domed structure. SkySkan worked together with the Carl Zeiss
Company of Jena, Germany, creating a
Sky Vision Full Dome Video System, which
delivers 6 channels of Hi-Definition Video to
a 6 Projector Zeiss ADLIP (All Dome Laser
Image Projection) System. The ADLIP System
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itself features a special configuration
double the normal laser power to each projector head. The extra power was specified to
increase brightness and color saturation to
the already stunning laser video images in
order to compensate for the high ambient
light of Sandton Square.
Sky-Skan's Graphics Department was responsible for the production of the 10minute program featured on the dome.
Directed by and featuring original footage
from Exponent 3 in Munich Germany, the
program is a technical marvel itself with up
to 26 simultaneous video streams set against
the backdrop of a super-high resolution
image of the Earth in rotation. In addition to
the pre-rendered show sequences, SkyVision's Real-Time Digital Sky provided
other views of the Earth. With 6km per pixel
resolution across the dome screen, Digital
Sky shows the Earth with or without clouds
during the daytime or nighttime, and ithas ~
special "moon glow" mode where the land
masses remain visible at night. The latter
images are especially interesting to the
Summit delegates as they clearly show the
distribution of light in urban areas thI'OU;ghout the World.
Other SkyVision Full Dome
projected include an animation of BMW's
CleanEnergy pattern, a
blue water
effect representing the company's efforts in
the use of hydrogen as a fuel for the future.
Sky-Skan also provided 150 meters of its LED
Cove Lighting used to wash the entire interior of the dome in stunning colors. Sky-Skan's
SPICE Automation kept all elements effortlessly under control and provided
button-push access to all modes r'lAlrl'Yl·;HirHT
spontaneous scene changes on demand.
Surrounding the Earth Lounge ag4 conceived and realized other complimentary
structures, all based on the BMW
theme of "Sustainability: It can be done". The
installation includes an impressive display of
technology including LED and
screens, sound, and lighting, all ingeniously
integrated into the architecture.
The Summit took place from August 26 to
September 4, 2002 at the Sandton Convention Centre, just outside Johannesburg
and it was the biggest international
attempt was
ing ever held in Africa.
made to ensure broad participation in the
Summit. Many representatives from groups
beyond governmental bodies played an
active role in the Summit including representatives from business and industry, children and youth, farmers, indigenous people,
local authorities, non-governmental organizations; scientific and technological communities, women and workers and trade unions.
What a great opportunity to have the latest

planetarium
showcased
global event!
More information on
Digital
and
on the Internet at
More about the BMW
can be found at
.de/earth-lounge/video/index.php
More information on ADLIP and
can be found at www.zeiss.de/de/
planetarium/home.nsf.
More information on EXPONENT
production can be found
www.
exponent3.com.
More information on
company can be found at
More information on the UN
Summit on Sustainable
found at

Sadler, \,,-,'C:,a.U.l.ll.IX TeICmlOlID2'i'es
Somerville, Massachusetts), has
Thomas J. Brennan Award from the
nomical
of the Pacific. The
granted for exceptional achievement
of
astronomy.
to the
(Schreder Planeltarium
Brian
Redding, California), who
the
scientists on their way to one of the
paints in South America.
team will scale Lincancabur, a 5,916
(19,473 feet) tall volcano in Chile.
unique '-"'-lfJ'-'UU.VH
the least ~"~'.H".L'-'-'
Licancabur's summit. The mission
dubbed the Search for Life at the
World.
are
to undel:stallld
life that exists there while ponaenng
Dossihilltv of life on Mars.
create an online virtual field expel:iellCe
that school children and others can
via the WorId Wide
pate in the
onsite
Web. Grigsby is the
cator and he will be in contact with schools
and the
via the internet. Linked from
the mountains via a computer hooked
to
a satellite phone, Grigsby will post
reports and
to the web site.
Teachers and students post individual
tions to Grigsby and the team, and answers
will be
back from the field £,.v'n.r,,~i{-i~~
on the Extreme Environment web site for all
to read. The team was in Lincancabur from
October 16
November 8 and their
activities can be viewed
online
at www.extreenvironment.com. The
tion was funded
NASA - Ames Ke:sea:rch
and
a NASA IDEAS program
Sciences
from the Office
tual field
led
in rA"".,c"·,,,'Hr'~
with the SET! Institute.
... the staff of

Wichita! The family of ElectricSky users got
together to "talk shop", exchange show ideas
and socialize during the conference in the
Spitz hospitality suite. Outside the night sky
was illuminated by an impressive electrical
storm. It was quite a show and the storm
shook up a few delegates on their way into
Wichita that evening. ElectricSky is now the
chosen display system on 11 domes worldwide.

In Their Own .,,,,...... ,,, ......
And now it's time for a new feature of the
Gibbous Gazette called ... In Their Own
WordsfOccasionally, I will ask someone from
our society to tell us a bit about themself and
their planetarium experiences. You might be
next. First up is Kenan Broman of allsky.de. I
met Kenan at the 2002 IPS Conference and
he graciously agreed to provide me with the
following information ...
Some facts about me:
name: Kenan Bromann
address: allsky.de / Nietzschestr.7 / 24116
Kiel / Germany
birthdate: 25. Dec 1977
graduate: Dip!. Multimedia Producer
Well, I was born 24 years ago in Kiel, that's
a town (250.000 inhabitants) in northern
Germany (100km north of Hamburg). From a
child I am interested in various things like
playing in a drama group, discovering natural sciences, etc. At a later date I concentrated
all my spare time in learning to use a computer as a tool and later to develop my own
software. At the same time I started shooting
pictures with my brand new first camera. (I
was a 10 year old stupid boy) ... Well at the
age of 18 I heard 6f an astronomy class at the
Planetarium Kiel, so I decided to join it and it
was really a lot of fun!
The Planetarium Kiel at that time was run
with only an unsalaried director and some
students that had fun running a public planetarium (it's a small planetarium: 6m dome
and 35 seats, 1 Barco and about 20 slide-projectors). So I got convinced that the planetarium is a great institution to amaze the audience by using stars from the Zeiss ZKP 2,
video, and of course slides (as I started there
were only normal slide projectors and no
Allsky).
After my A-levels (in German: Abitur) I
attended the university of applied science in
Kiel and began to study multimedia production. While studying I worked in my spare
time in the planetarium doing media production, worked at the cash desk and presented the live shows (we only have live
shows in Kiel).
After four years at the planetarium we got
an Allsky system at last. That was a great
moment for us all. At that moment me and
some other guys are interested in taking pho-

tos for the Allsky. We found that the
taken with a 16mm fisheye don't
the dome. So we developed software to fit
them to any dome, to create a circular
out of the raw images. And all of us love traveling all over the world. That is a big benefit
to collect so many different pictures. Therefore we use professional equipment containing a Nikon SLR (FlOO) with a 16mm
and a Menfrotto tripod with a QTVR-Head.
This is necessary for preventing the parallaxeffect on the images.
In February 2002, I finally got my graduate (degree) and so we are starting our own
business "allsky.de" out of this hobby. The
experience in the last eight years in media
production will be a good base to start from.
So we forced our activities on really fascinating scenery (like deserts, waterfalls or forests)
and on pictures like the VLT, which is of
course very interesting for many astronomical shows. (They even have one for the volcano mentioned above at http://www.
allsky.de/128.htm).
It is real fun to take photos in the great
outdoors or inside buildings. But sometimes
it is difficult: In the moment of taking
tures it could be hard to sit bare-foot in an
icy stream and have to wait while some visitors get out of the field of view. But with
hindsight it was exciting and fun!
So far we showed our Allskies on several
ADPs (the German planetarium meeting)
and have been for the first time to the IPS
meeting in Wichita this year. A lot of the
German planetariums are already our customers; some just ordered Allskies or our
German children shows and some others
asked us to do media production like
photos, do image processing, etc., for them.
On the other side we also work for the
Planetarium Kiel as well. And that is getting
Since
more and more interesting every
we are building a new planetarium ( 9m, >70
seats) we are looking forward to new technical equipment and we hope that we will get
an all dome-videosystem at last ;-).
But that's just thoughts of the future. For
now we (allsky.de) hope that we will
our stuff all over the world. I really like it, to
sit in another planetarium, watch a show
and see scenery I shot myself (and see the
audience looking amazed at it). So, I hope
these lines will give you an impression of
who I am and what allsky.de is about. Best
wishes, Kenan.
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Tricks
Ryan Wyatt (Scientific Visualizer from the
Hayden Planetarium at the American
Museum of Natural History in New York,
New York) recently filed an interesting message on Dome-L for the recipe for creating a
dome full of color for those without cove
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I Ill' 1f1\(.'rn.Hh)llJI :'\CW\ t'OIUlllll (kp\.'nd~
l'nlin:1\ on nllltrihulioll\ from 11'\ }\ffi li.!ll'
,\\'()f.:iation'.I1l o\'er thl' wurld. I hh tinw I
Wl'IU)Jll\.'.1 lll'II' cOlltril)uto r , \ 'I ilhl'llllllll
nll'1 from till' h'ilxiallOll of llutch·\I)C;II..IIl":
1'1'lIw\,lriull1\. "an~ than", aho to "WI III

COIlOtl, Juhn Did,l'mon. Jon 1I\1:rl. Jl'.111
\l1(hd I.Lidit, [t'Tl'sa l,T,'(WIl, John II.lfl',
I,ori) \{amlxmi, ,lndJl'nnic Idht'r for I (1m
nlfltribulinll\, You ,ITt' WdCUOll' l),Il" \\ilh
Ill'l\" a'purh, ' lIld I 1001.. fOT\\',IT{1 to Tl']lorh

from ottll'f a\\od,lIion\ a, wcll! Upnl1111n,.;
dl'"dllJ1l'\ ,Ifl' I January 200:1 for l'I,III('I,l(illll
1/03 ,lIllll \pTH fOf 2/0:1.

Association o f Dutch-Speaking
Planetariums
-J Ill' '\)'I(lli,ltion 01 Dutch ~p.,'a!..in).: l'lam:'
tariulIl) t \1>\1') W,I) ,Kl:t'pttod a~ .1 rl').:ional
affill.ltl· UI};.mil.llion by till' II~ ("oundl duro
in~ Ihl' Wilhita Cunt('rt'nn', Ami \II OIR' til
1111: 1.. '1 whil,' ,pot- on Ihl' mJp 01 I urnl1\'
h...'Glll1l' o/lklalll'\ Il'rrilor~. IluI \ll~I' wa\
,Klin' ht'forl' Ih;lI. At li\'l' in IllI: \l'll\l' nt
lookill"; for \\',1\\ to cornmUlliLlll' and II'
(OIl;lhm.LIl', .\1 1111: l'lll! of 2001 till' IInl\\('I\
I'lanl'l.lfilllll touk Illl' inili,llil-t' \(I unill' .LII
IlUllh \pl·;Lkin).: planl'l.niurn\ in Ikl!o;lurn
and J It" 'dlll:rlaruh. L:nlilllll'n \\l'lIpo.:r.LI
,'d in r\'l.llil" holalion - !..mllllnj.: OI",Lth
ulhl'r\ l'\I\II:l\n', (If ('nurse, hUI Ihlrllh (11111rllllnll;LI1nl-: Ilr l. \t hilllj.:in!: idt·.I\, ",(J" "l'.lT1'
Ill'lpl1lg l'.Itll otlll'r in Ih(' fil'ld) of prodUl'
tlon"',h ihition, programming dud l'lcn 11ll'
ba)it- loghtk\ of bUyll1g ,Iidl' ll10unh - ,cil'
ing all opportunilie~ 10 {"(11l.lhor,lIl'. i\pMt
fwm "II our dHfl'rl'nu"i l'\'l'rYLHll' Il'l'h ~ood
ahout ,h.lrlllg prohlelll' and !..II01,'ll'dgl',
\1 till' 111(11ll('nl \1)"'1' (on\bl) 01 lilli, lour
(on\tltliling Illl'lllh('r\: 111l' plandariulll\ in
IIm'N'h, {,,;nk .md ('l'l1l III Iklj.:lIun, .lIld in
\11l)ll'rd,LlIl in I hI' 'dlll'rlalHh. tlut In'
inlt:nd lII~ro\\.! Int hiAAl'r. ",Oil' tb.lt \I)\I'!\
offid.1111 .!lll'pll'{j ,!~ a rl'giun.11 .Illiliall'
1ll('111 bl.'r \\'l' hO]ll' oll1l'r Dull h '~pl';1 k i n~

40

planelariums will ioin us. rttt' next ADSI"
lunfl'renn:- will lJl' in IX"Cemh('r at the Zoo·
pl:lIlelarilllll in ,\ rllwl'rp.

Associat ion of French-Speaking
Pla neta r iums
TIll' weal nt'\\" t hi~ li lll!.' i~ the new ~how
prod uced for till' 40lh ;lIlni\w~ary of ESO.
The Ihc'lll!.' 1\ till' ~llId)' of Ihl' Soulhern Sky
wi l h Ihe ICll'!>(t)IX'\ of III(' I uropcan South·
l'rn O!hl'nalury, a~ indil...,tl'tl b~' it- litle: I.(~
~nr('/} cllI dd tllI~If,'/.
\t the time thi' i) '\rith'n, ~ planl'larium~
han" dl"Cidell 10 \1\0\\ lilt' p1O/o:ralll: 24 in
l-r;lIln', 10 in l;l'rnl.ln~, 11'0 in It,lly and 111'0
In \u~(fi<l. \I.my 0 1her planl'tarium) arl' slill
wailing 10 join ,IIHlllll' Ihl will prob"bly
grow quickly.., hen' .lfl' \'l'r\lon) in four lan!:IJ<l~l'~: hl'lllh, I·. nglhh, (.('rlll.IIl, and I lull'll,
In 11ll' fi!:ld of ~lalblie\, l ho':il' of Ihl' maga·
lil1l~ / ' /OIl('I",.illlll\, e\I,lIllhllcli .Ifter .'ight
ye,'r~ of l'tlilion, gin" an itll'" of Ih;) (ollt'!....
lion, till' 1110)1 irnport,ull d :lIa ha~t' upon
I rl'ndl lan~uagt' pl.lIll'l;tria al Ihl' lurn of
Il'at 2000. Lp 10 thl~ Ihlll', the m.lj.:<.line has
um laincd 156arlldl" written Il, 114 authors,
51 )horter cunHIlUni(;ltiom Ilf Illl'('tings,t'(1i·
10ri.ll), or di\llL)\ion~, "IHI 24 ad'l'rther\
from si .; lountril". \11 Ihilt III 72K pagl'~!
/'/,"1('lllrilll/l~ h till' fir'l pl,HIl'IMllirTl m~gOl '
Iii1\' fully in wlor.

Austra las ian Plane t arium Society
Sir Tho mas Brisbane Planetarium. !'llllow·
ing Ihl: rl'tirt.'ll1elll £If Jl'ff Rydl' r .tnt'r 25 yl'al"!i
J\ (ur"lor of Ihl' \ir I hOIl1;1\ Iki\l)"ll1l' Planc·
1<Lriulll, 111 IIri)iJJIlI',\u\ualiil, hi~ PO\ltiOIl
I"" hl'l'n filll'f.1 h~ \1.tr1o. Ri~h\ , Ryder's i1~si~
t,lIl! ''!In' lehruan I<JK:'i. llighy i) (urrcn l ly
\Il'l'ring Ihl' pl.lIlt'tarium Ihrollj.;h a period of
lllangl' iI) il\ hol{1ing l'nlll~', the IIrhhanl'
('it~ (oulllil tthl'I.lr~l'\t lclo(;l1 g<)vcrnmt:'lIt
in \u\tr,lliilJ. 11('/o:oli'lIe\., partnership wi t h
Ihe QUl'l'll,land ~tat(.' (,Ol'l'rnll1{'nl'S eduGI'
Iioll dt'll<lrtlllt'nt Jnd at 1(\1\1 011C of llu{'t'n~'
IJnd') major unin:r~itil'),
I hl' pl,IIl{'larium fl'u'ntl, n:furhbhl'(loIIl'
o f Ih di\pla~ .lrl'iI' \lith a d.llliing (0Ill'<:ll011
III 1.11};{,·form"t irn.I/o:l"> t.Lkl'll h~ tlll'I'luhhlc
\pall' [ell"'{Olll', I ,mou\ \pall'lrafl. and oh\l't\·,IIUril'S.
Melbo u rn e Planet a rium .Ju\t day~ Jfter
getting hOllle from.1 wOfl{krlulll~ 2002, IIIl'
:>'1l'lbO(Hlle I'lalll't.rriulIl held., l11l'liii\launch
for il~ nc\,' produ(\ion (iI/it/inS I i:~/lf"" Nad·
S<llins /I} (/1(' \1,11'1. wi a~ain'l IIII' hac!..drop
of Caplain (o(!k\ I'oyagl"i to thl' I'adfie, thc
.. ho\\ l'.;plairn how l':.plorl'I"\ from I hl' l':lfl)
\ral)\ to the Apollo ilslwnaUh IMII' rdil'f.l on
Ihl' ) t.lr\ In find thl'ir wa~, "\udil'ru'cs h(1l'c
l"l)ccially IOll'lI our 0lx'ning scenc which
pillngl') tl1('111 illl\} a Ill'rn' "mill, compll'll'
\\ilh Ihundl'r. li/o:hlllill~. and rain (fealt'd
\I,in~ \oullli dfl'l" ,lilt! '>ky\k.Ln 'lll'dal

Planetaria"

CHCC IS proiel' tors. II giVl'5 people a !-load
in~ight into how IhrCJICn ing Ihl"'(' :.c;1 I'oy'
agl'HC)uld hc .
I he pl,IrlClilriu lll was Ihl' plan' In be duro
ing Jul> with Iheir SC"hool holiday~ program
Ti(~ , '({J(~ , /{()( k. Visitor~ m :.l!t' 1.lh'· hollle
~ u ndials u,in,.; '111;111 tal..l'·<lway food corll"ln'
t'rs whill' till'}, ((x\"cd along to Illll,i, ,lilt! dh·
('Ol'l'rl'(j lww \() "Io.wp Ihe IWan
W o ll o n g ong Sci en c e Ce n tr e and
Planetarium. /\\ tht' only IllJ~)r planel.lrililTl
in '\l'1I \ oulb Walt,,>, AuSl r.,lia\ rnO)1 IXlpU'
lOll' )tate, the\" run )hows for .111 aJ.:l' woujl')
frorn prl'·Sl.hoolcf") 10 ;Ldulb. I hl'l 11<1\ I' Ill'l'11
C'l:trcn1l'h hu\\ Olcr thc PJ~I ~ l';,r, ,l\l'r;Lging
01 l'r \\ell ..ID pl;lIlet<lriulll and la'>l'r \ho\l"~ Ix' r
\lt~!...

British Associa t ions of Planetariums
Ikrl' in Ihl' UK tho~l' jorlunatl' fl'l\' who
rna rugI'd tn gel to Wirhil,1 in July lor
11'..,2002 a rl' 'Iill coming do\\ n 10 I.arth. 11\
such ;LhUll for [I"opl(' working ill t"lililit">
IXlih IJrgl' ,lIul ~1ll,,11 10 Illl'l'! up \\llh pl,lnt"
t<l1l.ln\ frolll all Oll'r till' world. Hl'T(' arl'
'>Llnll' new) of UK l1lellllll'l"S.
T he Tussa ud's London Planetarium. Ion}
\Iorri~ ,111(1 Ic'rl'\a (;farton dl'linill'l> ,.;ot a
grl',11 (kal from [1''''2002, and han' hl'l'n
It'lllllg Ill'Opll' hl'TC I hal 11ll' flltllre h lil'! initi.'·
Iy tlollle·,hapcd.
The ScottishPower Space Theatre opl'lll'd
in Il'llruolf} 2002 <I) p;rrt of till' br.llulll('I\·
(.Ia~g()w \cicllcc (l' ntrl'. It h m;LnaJ.:e{\ by
,!alf '>lil'n tht \i,lrio Di :>' Iaggiu, ;lI1d tIll' piv
turc )ho\\\ \\ll.It.L h\:.lUliful fadlil~ it 1'1. [he
120·seal Illl'aul' hou)l's a leis\ \t:Lrn1.L~t l'r
/\I1'·I'O,ln Ilw Iir'll'ight monlh\, i'2,OOO
\ hitor, 11 . 1\1.' enio~'t'd 1200 ,how\, (.0% 01
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them live star presentations because
maxim states that "planetariums
are about stars".
The Mizar
Planetarium. On 16
September 2002, Bob Mizon's Starlab dome,
well known in Dorset schools as the Mizar
Travelling Planetari um, entertained its
50,OOOth young customer. Mizon has been
UK coordinator of the British Astronomical
Association's Campaign for Dark Skies
<www.dark-skies.org> for ten years. In every
one of the thousands of shows he has given
to children and adults in southern England,
the subject of light pollution has been dealt
with. A planetarium is an ideal venue for
this, and he believes that all planetarians
should incorporate this important aspect
in to their programmes.
Mizon's book Light Pollution: Responses
and Remedies (Springer, ISBN 1-85233-497-5 <orders@svl.co.uk» has just appeared.
Apparently, it is the first single-author book
in English to treat the subject and to suggest
ways in which concerted efforts by astronomers and environmentalists can reverse the
tide of wasted light which has robbed the
majority of people in the developed world of
their starry skies heritage.

The Mizar Travelling Planetarium.

South Tyneside College Planetarium This
planetarium has a new email address, <astro
@stc.ac.uk>, which means that messages to
Eva Hans and Jeanette Getty will now actually reach them! Getty is a new acquisition.
She has joined Hans for one year as a trainee,
having completed a degree in astronomy. As
well as learning the ropes in South Tyneside,
during her year she will be visiting other
facilities in the UK to broaden her experience. She will then be looking for a job!
In September the planetarium will be getting its seating reupholstered for the first
time since it opened in 1964. Great news for
all school children in south Tyneside! The
projector is also to be serviced
John Hare
so Hans and Getty look forward to having a
bright new look in all respects for the new
season.

of

Centres
Planetarians from Montreal, Winnipeg,
Calgary, Toronto and Vancouver attended
the recent IPS 2002 Conference in Wichita,
Kansas, five of whom made presentations. At
an informal lunchtime meeting, the Canadian delegates discussed ways in which they
can support the CASC strategy to re-introduce Industry Canada programs for support
of science awareness and education. They
also discussed existing and possible future
collaborations for show productions. For a
full report on the IPS Conference from a
Canadian perspective please contact John
Dickenson at <jdickens@hrmacmillanspace
centre.com>.
A new Canadian Corporation, Ganymede
Technologies, also had a trade booth at the
conference. Ganymede's initial product
called Stardatecards offers the unique opportunity of sending a message to objects in the
Universe by means of a specially aeslgnea
laser-adapted telescope. The transmitting
telescope is located at Vancouver's Gordon
MacMillan Southam Observatory, part of the
H. R. MacMillan Space Centre. For more
information on Stardatecards, go to <www
.stardatecards.com>.
The Canadian Association of Science
Centres is moving ahead on a number of
fronts. A conference will be held 5-7 June
2003 at Science North in Sudbury, Ontario. A
new awards program for exhibits, programs,
and outreach will be initiated at the conference and nominations are now
For further information contact
at <ross@sciencenorth.ca>. Discussions
of
also underway for the
major new traveling exhibition with a working title Canada from Space.
A number of science cellte'r/t)lane1tariurn
managers have been involved with the
recent round of Federal Innovation Summits.
These summits are part of the Government
of Canada's Innovation Strategy,
to
build a more competitive economy, create
more jobs, and foster economic
the next decade. The CASC,
with the Federal Government, is po~;;itionjlng
our science centers to help fulfill two of the
challenges set out in Canada's Innovation
Strategy, namely Developing Skills in the New
Economy and Strengthening Communities
across Canada.
A Canadian planetarium group has been
collaborating in recent months on the development of a planetarium show on Canada's
many contributions to research in astronomy, with the working title Origins. The
group, led by Pierre Chastenay of the Montreal Planetarium, is presently exploring
funding possibilities. In addition to Mont-

real, the group includes the
the Manitoba Museum, the
Centre, and the
R.
Centre.
An Edmonton-based company, The
Inc., has >,or,£:>".,+I" "'"P/,r!.,rc>r!
lent cardboard "assemble un,l11"',coi"F'
the
Shuttle, cOlnplete
lV.L<C!Ll"niii

e-mail at <r~(mer(l@tellls.nlet>
An excellent
opl~ration is the ISS Trailer Exhibit,
des;igrled exhibit, which 1"Or'Dn+iu

Innh",tru Minister Allan Rock was on
open the exhibit.
The exhibit was ,>",,,",rn,,,,'>niorl
series of articles on B. C in

same
Entertainment
launched its new CD game disk
The game disk includes
Virtual T'our
and Astronaut
For further intorrnation call (+1) 800-665-0667 or go to
For further information on any of
ries above contact John Dickenson

lllinois. The Cern an Earth and
ter of Triton
in River Grove received
a new theater automation system

Coast Control Systems as a result of a lightning strike that severely damaged its old
Arion system in mid-May. For several
months, the Cernan Center has been limited
to presenting all-sky films and laser light
shows. Once the new automation system
was installed in early October, the staff
began the time-consuming task of re-programming all of its automated shows.
The William M. Staerkel Planetarium at
Parkland College in Champaign opened The
Stargazer this fall, featuring their own local
treasure, Dr. James Kaler. Jim is a great friend
to the planetarium and was scheduled to
speak again in their November World of
Science Lecture Series on the subject of extrasolar planets. The staff is also in the process
of transferring its sound tracks to their new
Fostex digital system. The ISU Planetarium
ran Einstein's Universe this falL The show follows Albert Einstein's incredible life and
explores his unique perspective on the
Universe.
Indiana. Peggy Motes from the Muncie
Community Schools Planetarium received a
Fulbright Grant to attend the Bioastronomy
Fulbright Symposium at Hamilton Island on
the Great Barrier Reef in Australia to present
a teacher workshop. Dr. Ron Kaitchuck,
director of the Ball State University Planetarium, taught Instruments and Techniques in
Planetarium Operations in June.
Michigan. The Universe Theater & Planetarium at the Kalamazoo Valley Museum
will be showing Calgary Science Center's In
My Backyard in January. At the same time
the Space Toys exhibit will open in the museum's traveling exhibit gallery. The Delta
College Planetarium in Bay City had their
annual 4th of July fundraiser which included a catered dinner, a show, and the best seats
in town for one of Michigan's largest fireworks displays. For the sixth year in a row
the event was a sell out. The planetarium
once again offered a telescope workshop in
November, as well as their popular Girl Scout
workshops.
The Roger B. Chaffee Planetarium in
Grand Rapids opened a new locally produced show in September entitled Voyage to
Infinity, which is based on the award winning film Universe. It will be a survey of space
and time. In addition, they presented live
weekend sky lectures about the possible
meteor storm this November. This fall, the
Longway Planetarium in Flint conducted
Family Science activities that included Eerie
Experiments and Eye Dissection. Their new
laser system also provided shows on Friday
and Saturday nights.
The Cranbrook Institute of Science Planetarium in Bloomfield Hills premiered their
new show The Secrets of the Sun & Stars in

September. This in-house show features live
and taped segments as well as a new internet
segment which shows patrons and students
how to find out more about astronomy
using their computers. They also opened
their observatory for safe solar viewing on
the weekends. In addition, Cranbrook's planetarium lobby now features a display case
featuring astronomical and navigational
tools, the newly renovated Sendter Orrery
(only three are in existence) and two meteorite display cases featuring a Mars' meteorite on loan from the Vatican, specimens
from Cranbrook's private collection, and
specimens on loan from the Smithsonian.
The Abrams Planetarium in East Lansing
ran their live show Celestial Preview: Fall
2002 in September. The Digital Dome Planetarium at the New Detroit Science Center
continues to run their seasonal guided tour
of the night sky entitled Starlit Summer
Nights. A new planetarium technician, John
Potts, has been appointed to their staff.
Finally, in late-September, Vollbrecht Planetarium in Southfield began an eight-part
series of 90-minute Thursday night lectures
& star shows, featuring their recently serviced Spitz A3PR.
Ohio. Gene Zajac and Kelly Jons continue
their work on building two fully functioning reprodUctions of William Herschel's 7foot telescope. Gene is hand-grinding the
4.2S-inch f/14 mirrors and Kelly is doing
most of the woodworking. They are improvising what Herschel's drawings don't show.
At COSI in Columbus, they are currently
running Where in the Universe is Carmen Sandiego? with performances from COSI's theater repertOire company, The Spectrum
Players. Art Ryel-Lindsey, an Ohio State student, has joined the COSI team as a planetarium show presenter.
The Westlake Schools Planetarium will
have a new look this year after an extensive
refurbishing. Over the summer, the old fixed
seats were replaced with attractive portable
chairs and beautiful new carpeting was
installed. In June, Jeanne Bishop represented
the concerns of the small planetarium on a
panel covering informal education at the
NASA/OSS Educator's Conference in Chicago. She's also agreed to be the Ohio state
event supervisor in 2003 for the high school
Science Olympiad event Reach for the Stars.
At the Caryl D. Philips Space Theater in
Dayton, a new East Coast slide control system and Barco video projector were installed
in preparation for their new show, The
Wright Way to Fly. The Dayton facility is an
Education Partner with the Inventing Flight
Committee and agreed to produce a planetarium show that features the Wright
Brothers of Dayton and their invention of

the first heavier-than-air machine.
Centennial of Flight is in late-2003.
The Ritter Planetarium in Toledo
Navigating with Lewis and Clark
along with Native American
Wilderness Center in Wilmot is plcmrlinlg
three-day tour next June
archaeology and astronomy of Ohio's
fascinating prehistoric sites from the
Adena culture to the Fort Ancient
Minnesota/Wisconsin. Karen
at the Barlow Planetarium hosted the 38th
annual GLPA conference 23-26 October
Menasha, Wisconsin. Speakers included
James Kaler,
Cox fromJPL and, as
Lecturer, GLPA's own (and former IPS
dent) Dale Smith. The Minneapolis
ium was closed in
but
working to obtain state funding to build
new facility. In the meantime,
oped an outreach program called Destination
Space. And, although the Madison Public
School's planetarium avoided closure from
its own budgetary problems, their observatory had to be eliminated from this
school budget.

The planetarium of
of Science in
Naples has been produced a multimedia
show devoted to fishing in the Mediterranean Sea, in the occasion of an international conference about this topic.
about different kinds of sea floors have been
produced for this show: a 360 degree
boat
of a fish market and a deck of a
during the night. During this immersive
show the public imagines meeting sea
species off the Italian coasts and
which are the problems of fishing connected
with a sustainable and
consumption.
The planetarium and astronomical observatory of Treviso north-east of Italy is situatthe local
ed in a school. It is managed
association of amateur astronomers and
organizes several activities for schools, teachers, and the general public. The astronomer
Giuliano Romano is its director. The 20022003 calendar contains four lectures about
life in the universe and monthly seminars
about the most important astronomers in
history. The program also includes
planetarium projections for the
planetarium meetings for amateur astronomers. The first meeting was devoted to the
report of an arch eo-astronomy tour in
Ireland. All the information can be found at
the site
The classic December subject for many
planetariums is The Star ofBethlehem and for
also
Serafino Zani Astronomical

are invited to represent one of the possible
astronomical hypotheses: comet, planet conjunction, or supernova. This activity is also
promoted during public initiatives inside art
or children's museums. Among all the drawings received, the best are selected and used
to print postal cards. This drawing, by Valentina, 11 years old, represents the hypothesis of a supernova and the Magi that travel in
the direction of the star. The best drawings
are also visible in the exhibition on-line at
the web science site <www.cityline.it> that
also hosts works from other countries. Serafino Zani Observatory invites also foreign
colleagues to collaborate in this initiative. At
the end of the Star of Bethlehem show there
will be enough time to let students prepare a
drawing about this subject at home or at
school.

Middle Atlantic Planetarium
Society
Mark your calendars now for MAPS 2003,
hosted by the Howard B. Owens Science
Center for Prince George's County Public
Schools, Maryland on 7-10 May 2003. The
theme for this year's conference is Back to the
Basics: How to best use our projectors and technology to teach astronomy. Plans include a
guest performance by The Chromatics
(check out their website at <www.thechro
matics.com», a tour of NASA's Goddard
Space Flight Center, and mini-missions at the
Owens Science Center's own Challenger
Learning Center. MAPS hopes to offer a variety of workshops on such topics such as
astrophotography and building your own
special effects projectors. Please feel free to
contact, with any ideas you may have, Patty
Seaton, Howard B. Owens Science Center,
9601 Greenbelt Road, Lanham, Maryland
20706, phone (+ 1) 301-918-8750, e-mail
<pxts13@yahoo.com>.
For more information about the unique
Center, check out the web page <www.pgcps
.pg.k12.md.usrhbowens> The organizers
look forward to seeing you in Greenbelt,
Maryland in May!

Planetarium Association
Six NP A members from Denmark, Finland,
and Sweden participated in IPS'02 in
Wichita, Kansas, the last week in July, and
they had a joint NP A meeting, discussing the
future of NP A. The level of organized activities is rather low at the moment, but the
members present look forward to next year's
NP A Conference in Tartu, Estonia. More on
this event will be given in the next Planetarian. For this column, Bj0fn J0rgensen and
Tom Callen have contributed reports from
the planetariums in Copenhagen, Denmark,
and Stockholm, Sweden.
Tycho Brahe Planetarium in Copenhagen

has begun co-operation with DTU, Denmark's Technical University. A fully automated rover of the same type as NASA plans
to send to Mars 2003. Simultaneously, the
planetarium will build a Mars-like landscape,
where the rover will drive around. The rover
can, when it is ready after new year, be controlled locally - i. e. from the public area of
the planetarium - or via Internet. The basis is
that the Danish 0rsted Laboratory once
more has an experiment, a magnet detector,
on the rover that is aimed for Mars. The
rover will not only be able to travel around
the landscape, but also to conduct experiments and to take photos of the investigated
area.
Cosmonova, the combination Omnimax
theater and Digistar planetarium at the
Swedish Museum of Natural History in
Stockholm, celebrates its 10th Anniversary
this October. Officially dedicated by the
King and Queen of Sweden on 13 October
1992, they have had over five and a half million visitors since then. During the week of
16 20 October a special schedule of films
and planetarium shows from those ten years
will be presented. For further information,
please see Cosmonova's web site at <www
.nrm.se/cosmonova>.
Cosmonova is also in the process of producing a new children's planetarium show
for first through third graders that will premier in fall 2003. One aspect of this new production will be to incorporate the same
types of advanced multi-media techniques
used in the last two public shows to make for
a richer and more fun learning experience
for the students. Also, Cosmonova is now
part of a newly organized public department
at the Museum that encompasses the theater
/planetarium, education and the exhibits.
One goal for the new department is enhanced public outreach.
Lars Broman has convinced his University
to start a new master education in Science
Communication in the fall of 2003. More on
this is presented in a separate article earlier in
this issue of the Planetarian.

Planetarium
The web site of the nonprofit Astronomical Society of the Pacific now features
an enlarged and re-organized section for
teachers and others working in space-science
education. The address is <www.astrosociety
.org/education.html>. Andy Fraknoy hopes
you can include this page when you recommend educational resources in your publication or on your web site.
Among the items you can find on the ASP
education site are:
* a new guide to written and web resources for teaching about the moon,
* a web-based treasure hunt game called

"Surfing the Solar
* current/back issues of The Universe in
Classroom newsletter (on
astronomy in
3-12),
* an updated guide to
on
contributions of women to astronomy,
* an annotated subject guide to outstanding hands-on astronomy activities
the Web,
* resources for debunking astronomical
pseudo-sciences.
California Governor Gray Davis and
Angeles Mayor James Hahn partiCipated
the groundbreaking ceremony for the
fith Observatory's renovation and expansion
on 29 October. The Observatory is now in
hard-had construction area. The staff
relocated to temporary quarters near the Los
Angeles Zoo, retaining their old contact information (address, phone and fax numbers,
and email addresses). Reopening is T",,.rrc>;~nrl
for late 2005. See www.GriffithObs.org.
details.

ation
The SEPA region was well represented at
the recent IPS conference in Wichita. About
30 SEPA members gathered on the first
of the conference for the purpose of conducting official regional business. The annual SEPA conference had earlier been cancelled due to construction delays at the host
site. The get-together inc! uded the
committee and officer reports as well as
biannual election of officers.
Results from the election are as follows:
President Elect: Duke Johnson, Sci Works
Planetarium, Winston Salem, North Carolina, Secretary-Treasurer: Duncan
Craigmont Planetarium, Memphis, Tennessee, IPS Council Rep: John Hare, Ash Enterprises, Bradenton, Florida. Previously elected
officers, Mike Sandras, Kenner, Louisiana,
and Dave Maness, Newport News, \ / " ' 0 - " " "
will move to the positions of President and
Past President respectively effective
1,2003,
The 2003 SEP A conference will be held in
Baton Rouge, Louisiana at the brand new
Louisiana Arts and Science Center plametariurn. The conference will be held in late June.
Several other new facilities in the area will be
up and running by conference time including a new IS-meter dome in Kenner, a new
12-meter dome in Lafayette, and a COlmp'let,ely refurbished 6-meter dome in Luling. SEPA
2003 will provide a unique opportunity for
planetarians to visit a variety of new and
cutting edge facilities.
conference
information will be available soon.
For the latest happenings around the SEPA
region be sure to visit SEP A's web site at
<sepadomes.org>.
U

2004 Mar
iii Venus Transits the Sun (6 hours)
2004Jun8
@MESSENGERSwings by Venus
2004Jun24
II Cassini/Huygens Enter Saturn Orbit
2004Jul1
.. Genesis Returns Samples of Solar Wind
2004Sep
.. Cassini Releases Huygens Probe 2004 Dec
25

anita.m.sohus@jpl.nasa.gov
Ladies and Gentlemen, start your engines!
The next several years will see an unprecedented level of activity in solar system exploration, and our goal is to share these
adventures with the public. Through the
planetarium community, we plan to provide
schedules, information, and materials that
will help you be the local experts for your
communities. The table below is a quick
look at what's coming up.
2003
411 Rosetta Launch (ESA)
2003Jan 13
e MUSES-C Launch (Japan)
2003 May
Mars Exploration Rovers Launches
2003 May-Jun
Mars Express/Beagle 2 Launch (ESA)
2003Jun
Galileo Farewell (impacts Jupiter)
2003 Sept 22
411 Mars Express/Beagle 2 Arrive at Mars
2003 Dec
@I

@I

@I

2004
• Cassini Saturn Observations (-4 years, -75
orbits)
2004 Jan 1
• Deep Impact Launch Window Opens
2004 Jan 2
• Stardust Encounters Comet Wild 2
2004Jan 2
@Mars Rover Returns to Red Planet (-90
days ops)
2004 Jan 4
8 Mars Rover Returns to Red Planet (-90
days ops)
2004 Jan 21
• Nozomi (Japan) enters Mars orbit
2004 Jan
It MESSENGER Launches to Mercury
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2005
@Huygens Probe Descends through Titan's
Atmosphere
2005 Jan 14
• Deep Impact Excavates Comet Tempel 1
2005 July 4
e Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter Launch
2005 Aug
e MUSES-C Arrives at Asteroid 1998 SF36
2005 Oct
I'll post updates to DOME-L, and of course,
you can keep up-to-date through NASA's
Solar System Exploration website, http://
solarsystem.nasa.gov.
All the latest images will be posted to
NASA's Planetary Photojournal, http://
photojournal.jpl.nasa.gov, which has a brand
new look and some updates to its interface.
Weare in the process of expanding the
database to include images of people, hardware, launches, etc. Several tutorials have
been added to guide you, and you can also
save interesting images to your own list
while you're deciding which ones you
want to download.
There are two exciting free programs from
the Mars Odyssey mission: Mars Image of the
Day, and the Mars Student Imaging Project.
The Principal Investigator for the Thermal
Emission Imaging System (THEMIS), Dr. Phil
Christensen of Arizona State University, is to
be commended (praised) for making these
programs pOSSible, and kudos to Sheri
and her staff for making them happen.
The Mars Odyssey "image of the
brings the latest from Mars to your viewing
audience. About 20 images per day will scroll
on your screens. The day-to-day operation of
the application is fully automated from the
perspective of the client's institution. You
need a Java Runtime Environment aRE)
which is available free from Sun Microsystems for a variety of operating systems. A
modest Pentium 4 class machine is sufficient
to run the application (the current JRE for
Apple computers does not support all of the
features this application needs). You will
need a 1.6 Ghz Pentium 4 or faster processor,
512 Mb or more memory, 40 Gb hard drive,
and AGP graphics work best. Smithsonian

and ASU use the Matrox G450
Linux and Sun's Solads also work
the software needed to run the ap1Pll<:atllon
freely available on the web. A new JAR
generated each
at ASU
on a password
website.
tutions use a utility program called
retrieve the JAR file to a local
simple shell script on the client 'H'~~>U'"'~
runs wget once per
and executes
application).
lets a script on
machine download the JAR file
just as one would download any
document. Each JAR file is ap!)roxinaately
megabytes. As
as
is
from the client institution, firewalls
other local
issues should not
issue. If you are interested in
latest images from Mars in your
tact DALE.NOSS@ASU.EDU. Note
will be asked to
images will be erased
ence team's first
of rii~'£Y'U"'l'U
The Mars Student HH~b'U~b

LlV.XH'"H'-

board the Mars
ners, scientists, and educators to select a
on Mars to
the THEMIS
When the
craft, student teams
publish their results in an online
maintained
ASU Mars Education.
for pa:rtl<:::lpanon:
are three
distance
and archived data. (1) Onsite at Arizona State
Student teams have the
the Mars
Flight
onsite format for their research activities.
Student team representatives work with sci-·
entists and educators to process their
Representatives are trained in peer
Tor'hrlln'I1"''' to
their expellerlCe
the classroom. (Teams must pay their own
(2) The distance
is similar in format to on-site activities, but interaction takes place through video- and teleconferences, email, and webchats. All activities
take place at the home institution, so the
entire team can
at once. (3)
IJr".nA'C':llc that are not selected for
distance learning activities will receive
"'HV'U,Ur,

(Please see NASA on page

Forum
Steve Tidey
58 Prince Avenue
Southend, Essex, SS2 6NN
England
stidey@sabreshockey.com
From the next issue onwards my picture
will appear at the head of this column, so
you will know what I look like. Promise not
to giggle? You'll be saying, 'Oh, so you're
Steve Tidey. I saw you at ... ' I thought it
would be funny if us Associate Editors could
all have our baby pictures at the top of our
respective columns, so the newbies in the
planetarium field could walk around at conferences, scratching their heads trying to
match up the modern version. But if having
one's mugshot in every issue was good
enough for Jane Hastings in all those early
issues of Planetarian, it's good enough for the
rest of us.
This column was noticeable by its absence
in the last issue. (You did notice that, right?).
The reason? Let's see, now ... Would you
believe I was just too busy training to be an
astronaut? No, sorry, that's my alter ego in
an alternate universe. How about, my dog
ate it? Oh, I don't have a dog (but I had two
great cats in Florida - Luna and Juno, bless
'em). How about that old standby that is true
in many cases, induding this one -life got in
the way? Yes, I'm afraid it did, and I apologise
for that. The best laid plans ...
Please note my new email address. (No
prizes for guessing which NHL team I support). I have a new snail mail address, too. (I
don't do things by halves, you know). Yes,
I've moved back over the ditch to the green
and pleasant shores of England, having failed
in my attempts to get myoId boss, Patrick
McQuillan at the Alexander Brest Planetarium in Jacksonville, Florida, to talk like me!
(Still, I've increased his knowledge of English
colloquialisms!). Now that I'm back in
Blighty, at least I can spell colour again the
way it was originally intended! It's funny, I
lived in the States five and a half years and
never picked up the accent. Just ask any of
the kids whom I tutored. Their first question
after a show was always, 'Where are you
from?'
But enough of my babbling. 'What about
the current Forum topic?', I hear you all cry.
(Well, one person at least). All right, here we
go. Are you Hailie Selassi delighted with your
Vol. 31, No.4, December 2002

star projector? Or do its limitations endlessly
frustrate you? If it's the latter you may want
to take a leaf out of the book of this issue's
contributors, who kindly took the time to
indulge in some wishful thinking about
what functions their ideal projector would
possess, because the topic for discussion is:
If you could design your own perfect plane-

tarium projector, how would its capabilities
differ from the current designs? For example,
what features would you add or remove, and
why?
I see Neil deGrasse Tyson is wearing his
thinking cap, so let's read the result of his
thoughts.
***

My perfect planetarium projector would
not be a projector at all, but a fully addressable, high resolution, color LCD dome, where
any cosmic object or phenomenon could be
displayed with razor sharpness and high
color saturation. This effort will require talented programmers, but that's nothing new
to the modern planetarium. The dome pixels
would be smaller than the resolution of the
human eye (less than about 1 arc minute)
and black when not lit, greatly reducing the
cross reflections from more highly illuminatedregions.
Neil de Grasse Tyson
Director, Hayden Planetarium
New York City, New York
***

In designing a perfect planetarium projector, I would include the ability to zoom into
deep-sky objects. I would envision a presentation in which you would be discussing
some of the deep-sky objects visible on a particular evening. Then, you could select that
object and "zoom into it" to see what it
would look like with a particular telescope.
Possibly even the ability to show how it
looks with varying aperture telescopes as
well as eyepieces.
Brock Schroeder
Strickler Planetarium
Olivet Nazarene University
One University Avenue
Bourbonnais, Illinois 60914
***

My perfect planetarium projector would
have star images as fine as the Zeiss Mark 10,
but onlydown to the 6th magnitude (not
9th mag. as in the Hayden Planetarium) and
those stars would have a twinkle feature that
Planetarian

could be turned off for show segments in
deep space. The planets, Moon and Sun projectors would be computer-controlled to
avoid getting out of synchronization, and
allow quick setting to any date. A Moon that
can be kept in synch with the Sun is a must!
Celestial coordinate projectors would project
onto the entire sky, not just the 20
either side of the equator. As far as
effects go, I would get rid of things like satellite projector, zenith pOint, and sextant, and
add more individual constellation projectors.
All of these features should be able to be controlled manually or by an automation system.
Leslie Bochenski
Buzz Aldrin Planetarium
South Florida Science Museum
4801 Dreher Trail
North West Palm Beach, Florida 33405
* **

The most severe handicap I have seen in
current planetarium projectors is ... COST!
Therefore what I'd really like to see is a very
inexpensive, yet good-quality alternative. I
think what I'd lean towards is a computer
projection system as having the potential for
best quality/cost compromise. That could
mean a kit that would allow for conversion
of conventional video projectors, substituting a fisheye lens for the conventional lens. I
guess the key question there is how expensive would that really be? We should be getting close to the point were I would think
some medium- to high-quality lens system
shouldn't cost more than a few thousand
dollars - the same as the cost of high quality
telescope optics. The software to drive it really should be of the order of a few hundred,
or at most a few thousand, dollars. Thus the
system should cost only several thousand
dollars.
Alan Gould
Planetarium Director
University of California
Lawrence Hall of Science
Berkeley, California 94720-5200
***

Actually, I already have the perfect planetarium projector, and so do you. It's called
the sky. Granted, daily motion is awfully
slow (takes a full day to go round once, don't
you know), precession is even slower, and
any latitude motion is entirely up to me. It's
entirely automated, albeit without any controls or programming capability. And sometimes it's hard to dim the lights as much as I
would like. But no one - no one -complains
about the crispness or color of the star field,
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or the size of the planets. And it stands up
very well to binocular or telescopic scrutiny.
No matter what we create indoors, it can
never be anything more than a simulation,
and it's important to remember that the
point is to get people to appreciate and
engage themselves with the real thing. That
said, my dream simulator would have a
dome approaching the size of the sky for
proper perspective (and I would not tip it
over much, if at all - give me a true horizon
or close thereto, and no stairs to fall down),
the crispness and point-like stars of the best
fibre optics projectors, all the usual planetarium capabilities (my kingdom for a goodlooking Sun and Moon!), with the full-dome
color graphics and 3D capabilities of the best
of the new video planetariums, and with resolution to match my crisp stars, which probably means laser video projection.
Then give me the production facilities,
any assorted gee-gaws I might want to complement, and a million dollar production
budget. And a talented staff, without whom
all of the above, including the million dollar
budget, is useless. And give me a good marketing budget, and stick me into a decent
market from which I can draw good numbers and in which I can do some good - without which all of the above, including the
staff, is wasted. With all of that, I could do
just about anything - and just about everything. If anyone hears of such a place, do let
me know ...
James G. Manning
Director, Taylor Planetarium
Museum of the Rockies
Bozeman, Montana 59717
***

At the IPS meeting in Wichita, I came very
close to seeing the perfect planetarium projector. Each of the vendors who demonstrated their latest equipment had a projection
system which was closer to limy perfect planetarium projector" than ever before. I was
impressed with what I saw!
However, my perfect projector is still a
composite of the available technologies, plus
a few features which haven't been invented
yet.
II
Analog controls operable from the middle
of the dome. Optional voice command,
but why stop there? Let's invent thought
control!
II Pinpoint stars (4mm pt magnitude stars)
with a light source that would last a
decade and cost only $10 to replace.
• Planets which can zoom from natural
view to binocular, telescopic or Hubble
views.
II Moon which can zoom from natural size
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to exaggerated size, and which can realistically portray all aspects of solar and lunar
eclipses.
Incremental magnitude control, which
adds the Milky Way as appropriate.
Minimal obstruction in the center of the
room, if from multiple sources, projectors
that need realignment no more than once
a year. (Although I am concerned that in
removing the projector from the center of
the room, we're eliminating our audience's favorite "icon". There are so many
instances where museums, in the process
of a renovation, have removed their most
familiar exhibits, only to regret it. I hope
we're not doing that as we evolve immersive full dome systems. We might have to
come back at some later time and put a
cardboard "prop" in the center of the
dome.)
Integrated source for all visuals.
Sheldon Schafer
VP of Education & Planetarium Director
Lakeview Museum of Arts & Sciences
Peoria, Illinois
***

As we all know, the traditional mechanical planetarium recreates a view of the heavens as seen from Earth. It is a view of the sky
from any place and time, from the North
Pole to the South Pole, within a few thousand years of present. Kind of limiting in this
day and age. Thus we have added many
types of auxiliary projectors to enhance the
planetarium experience. Over decades of
time planetarians have added panoramas, allskies, video, lasers, sound effects, and more to
help the visitors' imagination. With all of
these add-ons, we start to feel as though we
are actually out in space with a spacecraft in
orbit around another world. Thus the planetarium has become a very sophisticated type
of virtual reality theater. I see the trend continuing in that direction.
Is this a bad thing? Yes and no. If you are
expected to teach astronomical lessons dealing with seasons, Moon phases, sky coordinates, planetary motions and the like, then a
traditional planetarium does an excellent
job. There is no need for all of the new hightech gadgets. If you are also expected to present other types of "educational" experiences, including non-astronomical topics,
then a new type of theater is needed. And it
probably shouldn't be called a planetarium.
There is a need in the educational community to expand the role of the planetarium
into other disciplines. A planetarium is a
classroom, theater and laboratory for astronomy. It can also be used for other educational topiCS. Students at all grade levels spend

considerable time
their text
answering the questions at the end of
chapter, even when research shows this
lectures are the least efficient ways
ing. Hands-on lessons in the "planetatrUlill
theater are a great way for students to
fun while learning. With the use of IeCIlIl<01U
gy, I can see the
branching out into other U h ) ' - ' I J " "
improve how those classes are
The future planetarium
leader in educational innovation. It will
the ultimate virtual reality theater that
rately portrays all aspects of the Universe
from the most distant quasar to the smallest
particle known. It will allow individuals to
interact with the problem
and
with each other, not just a
rules
decision. All diSCiplines, not just science, will
be presented in the new theater of the future.
Field trips to any destination will take
in the "planetarium".
Technology may be the driving force for
many institutions, but there is a great need
for education reform also. Exciting, accurate,
and appropriate content for these new
hands-on, inquiry based constructivist experiences will be the glue that holds the "new"
technology together in the
of
the future. No longer will a canned show be
enough. The future planetarium will not be
an amusement park ride. A live "teacher" will
lead the audience through an
lesson that builds on their previous
ence to improve their view of the
while working to eliminating
tions.
The future is a bright one for science
cation, and the planetarium has an
tant role in improving education at all age
levels.
Vinski
Planetarium Director
Raritan Valley Community
POBox 3300
Somerville,
08876
HUClL'-./H\-

***

I have a Spitz A4 (35 yr old) controlled
ECeS automation. I am fairly content with
the machine's reproduction of the northern
stars. Magnitude differentiation below 1st or
2nd magnitude is nearly non-existent.
Improved star coloration would be nice. If I
were to redesign the machine, I would take
advantage of today's LED lamp teCnnOlC.gy
to supply illumination to the Sun, Moon and
planets emanating from the machine. The
incandescent bulbs have extremely short life
spans and low outputs. Another convenience would to be to program a star
machine quickly, to produce a
from spe-

cific time and date and location. I imagine
more modern and costly instruments must
have this capability, and I am just living in
ancient deprivation!
Jonathan Harmon
Director Arlington Schools Planetarium
Arlington, Virginia

dome would then seem even more miraculous to the patrons than it already does with
current technology. This would, I imagine,
add further to a planetarium's mystique and
the audience's appreciation of our shows.
Let's see now, what topic shall I choose for
the next Forum column? Let me cogitate for
a moment over a cup of tea ... Okay, got it:

Personally, I'd like to have a projector that
really does what some of our patrons think
we do already - silently open the dome as the
lights dim, and ~agically turn the daytime
sky into night. But then the real Sun would
get awfully confused, so perhaps not ... On a
more serious note, though, there's something
to be said for a projector that would be so
small as to be invisible to the audience. The
sudden appearance of the night sky on the

In what state, technologically and sociologically, would the planetarium profession be
today, had we, as a worldwide civilisation,
not invented and developed space travel to
its present level over the last 4S years?
Remember, planetaria in their modern configuration, had been around for several
decades prior to Sputnik, but the satellite's
shock launch gave the profession a massive
boost in the arm. In the first few years after

(NASA, continued from page 44)

observations of Hubble (visible and UV),
Chandra (X-ray), and Compton (gamma-ray).
The SIRTF outreach team has done some fabulous work already in preparing to share the
results with all of us. Check out their website
at http://sirtf.caltech.edu and see their tutorial on Infrared astronomy, their Spanish-language site, the Infrared zoo, infrared Yellowstone, Ask an Astronomer, image gallery, and
activities for kids. SIRTF will allow astronomers to see through the dust and gas that
obscures much of our visible observations of
the universe. SIRTF will allow us to peer into
regions of star formation, the centers of
galaxies, and into newly forming planetary
systems. Infrared also brings information
about the cooler objects in space, such as
smaller stars which are too dim to be detected by their visible light, extrasolar planets,
and giant molecular clouds. Also, many
molecules in space, including organic
molecules, have their unique Signatures in
the infrared.
As of this writing (October) NASA's reorganization of the Education office continues.
Dr. Adena Williams Loston has been named
the Associate Administrator for Education at
NASA, which puts the office on a level with
the other Enterprises (Space Science, Earth
Science, Aeronautics, and Human Explora-

"archived image" related to their project that
was taken by a previous team. Archived-data
teams will have email interaction with the
MSIP staff. The website is http://msip.asu.edu;
you can also send email to mSip@asu.edu.
Cassini is moving forward with its plans
for involving the public in the Saturn and
Titan observations. The new Cassini website
went live in October at http://saturn.jpl
.nasa.gov. The Cassini project has contracted
with Brian Sullivan Productions of Salt Lake
City to produce a planetarium show that
will be available free to IPS members in formats ranging from slides and video to DVD,
depending on what you need. "Ringworld" is
expected to be available in the spring of
2003, with an update sometime during the
mission. Watch for distribution details to follow. Cassini has also initiated the Saturn
Observation campaign (http://saturn.jpl.nasa
.gov /cassini/english/soc/index.html) to create opportunities for professional and amateur astronomers to engage the public in the
excitement of the Cassini-Huygens Mission
to Saturn. This website will act as the hub of
the observation campaign. A wealth of information on activities, resources, and contacts
will be posted to this site on a regular basis.
The site will also provide astro-photographers of all ages and levels of expertise a
venue to showcase their images of the ringed
world. Although the application deadline
has passed, contact me if you want to apply
and I'll say some good words for you.
Beyond the solar system, the final element
of NASA's Great Observatories is scheduled
for launch on January 9, 2003 from Cape
Canaveral, Florida. The Space Infrared Telescope Facility (SIRTF) will complement the

Contributors:

most w~~loJrrie!)
for Contributors linked from:
IPSPlanetarian.html
- Editor

Sputnik a
and since then we pla.netariarls
the cheerleaders for a multitude

So, there you have it. Much food
thought, I hope. I won't give the game
here, but the topic following this one will,
some respects, be the flip side of this scenario.
More about that in the next issue.
meantime, I'll be delighted to receive your
well considered thoughts on the above
by January 15.
Until then, depending on your
sphere bias, wrap up well and look forward
or get
to seeing the Sun get higher in the
your shorts out and be thankful the
is
getting higher each day.

tion and Development of Space). Her background is strong in diversity and workforce
development. She most recently was
dent of San Jacinto College South in
Houston, Texas. Watch the NASA Education
website for information on new initiatives at
http://education.nasa.gov.
The Space Science Education and Public
Outreach support network is revitalizing its
informal education website, now renamed
the Space Science Portal
portal.net). The site includes links to NASA
Space Science resources, opportunities
share needs and expertise with both informal educators and scientists wishing to do
E/PO, and best practices, including visitor
research. We hope you will be
visitors to that site and help us shape its
tion.
The Sun-Earth Connection folks will be
focusing on auroras this year. Sun Earth
2003 activities for students, teachers, museums, and scientists are listed at
sunearth.gsfc.nasa.gov /sunearthday /2003/se
d2003aurora.htm. Live from the Aurora will
be broadcast by Passport to Knowledge on
Tuesday March 18, 2003, 13:00-14:00 Eastern.
The new "Cosmic Questions"
exhibit has opened at Museum of Science,
Boston (http://www.mos.org/whats_happen
ing/new_exhibits.html). Created by the folks
at the Structure and Evolution of the Universe Forum, hosted at Harvard-Smithsonian
Astrophysical Observatory in the Boston
area, it is accompanied by a pl,ln(:tarillm
show, "Journey to the Edge of Space and
Time" (http://www.mos.org/whats_happen
ing/shows/planetarium-41.html).
I'm sure I've missed a few things, but I've
probably used up my allotted space, so that's
all for now ....

L st Light
April S. Whitt
Fernbank Science Center
156 Heaton Park Drive NE
Atlanta, Georgia 30307
USA
april.whitt@fernbank.edu
We have contributions from around the
globe for this solstice issue.
Cape Town, South Africa's Professor
Anthony Fairall described a media event at
his planetarium at the Izeko Museums: When
I first met Mark Shuttleworth - the second
space tourist to visit the International Space
Station - at a press conference some months
before his flight, he was wearing a Russian
flight suit. I pointed out to him that, in spite of
my limited knowledge of the Cyrillic alphabet,
what was printed on the suit clearly did not say
'Shuttleworth'. But I was wrong; he explained
that it was instead his Russian nickname, based
on the name of the Russian space shuttle!
A month after his flight, Mark returned in
triumph to his home city of Cape Town together with Yuri Gidzenko, his Soyuz commander
and Space Station veteran. The two of them participated in a ticker tape parade through the
city, that culminated - happily for us at our
planetarium, the venue for all sorts of speeches
from political figures. Rarely has our planetarium been so filled with prominent politicians
and businessmen. We were given two minutes
to do a simulated launch, the stars appearing to
Also Sprach Zarathusta, and a rendezvous
with the Space Station. During Mark's response
to the politicians, we again put the ISS above his
head against a slowly drifting starfleld. He had
just started speaking when it caught his eye and
he turned around to remark what a beautiful
sight it was, and how beautiful it had looked as
they approached it. Yet another 'thank you'
speech followed, but Mark and Yuri were no
longer looking at the speaker. Instead they whispered to each other, gazing upward and pointing
to the Space Station!
Thanks, Tony.
IPS President Martin Ratcliffe and his
superb Exploration Place staff treated us to a
wonderful conference in July.
A highlight was Sky-Scan's hosting of alldome video presentations by several vendors
in the Exploratorium's CyberDome Theater.
One of the presentations had been billed in
the pre-visit materials as discovering "our
most precious resource." Sitting in the the-

ater, my educator brain was expecting something about children, and was surprised to
see a presentation about water. I whispered
to Andrew Buckingham, seated next to me,
"I thought it was children. But this looks like
the resource is water."
To which he whispered back, "It's chocolate. Have I taught you nothing?"
Andrew is in Auckland, New Zealand, and
he described an encounter with some teenage girls working in a Staten Island, New
York, food court. They mentioned his
accent, and asked where he was from.
"The south," he answered.
"Oh!" they exclaimed. "Texas?"
SGI's David Hughes brought images of
mummies from the British Museum's collection. Remarkable manipulation of data
allows the audience to view the 3000 year
old mummy inside its wrappings. Mr.
Hughes had images of Nesperennub, a libation priest, whose mummy sports an odd
"cap" on the back of its head. "It could be a
resin bowl," he said. The mummifiers may
have dropped it during the process of embalming, and it stuck to the body. Can't you
imagine it? They can't get the sticky resin
bowl off, so they just wrap it all up together.
Who would know?
Another highlight was a visit to the Cos,
mosphere in Hutchinson.
On the bus trip out there, Betty Wasiluk
described her Hedgesville, West Virginia
high school as "overcrowded." 2000 students
are wedged into a building designed for 900,
and things will remain a bit cramped until
new building is completed. Currently, several students share each small locker, and traffic in the halls is shoulder-to-shoulder and
wall-to-wall.
Betty suggests that a traffic report be
included in the student lunchtime news program: "Students heading to drama class, be
aware the planetarium audience is kindergarteners. Please do not fall over the small
children ... And there's a book spill on the
math hallway. Seek alternative routes to the
other entrances to the cafeteria."
Jeff Ollenburger, Cosmosphere President
and CEO, welcomed us and described the
museum. It began in a chicken coop on the
State Fairgrounds, he said, "and was probably
the only planetarium with real roosters
crowing at sunrise."
Astronaut John Grunsfeld shared his latest
shuttle mission with us. During the March
2002 servicing mission to the Hubble Space
Telescope, he and his crewmates had a short
time off, and he'd offered to give them a live
star talk with visuals through the shuttle's
window. "We dimmed the lights in the
cabin," he said, "and as the shuttle moved
into the night side of Earth, I noticed a smear

on the window. I wanted everyone to see
clearly, so I started rubbing at the spot with a
lens-wipe. It wouldn't come off. That's when
I discovered it was the Large HH"A'_~H",H.'~
Cloud."
Thanks again, Martin and crew.
And finally, a poem from Dan Rosen, of
Western Sky Planetarium in Fruita, Colorado, to stretch our minds, whether we're celebrating midsummer or midwinter:
Deep Field
Three thousand answers in a sand grain
In the sky. Revelation in a speck of light.
Look close
And closer stilL
With hand lens held close to your eye,
Focus into where we are, what we are,
Who we are: Many-colored humanity mixed
in with
The honeybee, the Venus fly trap, the manatee,
And dogs gathering all the information
need
With their eyes closed.
Smell the Deep Field.
Touch the air around you,
Hear the hum of a planetary drum,
Taste the universe.
Look close
And closer still.
At tiny speckles that are collections of
les.
Tune in to the vibrations in the core of every
star.
Turn on to the energy that cycles around
endlessly,
Nebula, star, nova, and repeat, in every
of
Galaxy. Vague purple spiral looks back at me
As I stare down infinity, down, down to the
Bottom of a dream.
The dream the universe had before
The beginning.
The dream the universe had before
The first questions.
The dream the universe awakened from
when
We started walking upon this ground,
Rubbing sticks together, rounding out
wheels
And gears, grinding mirrors, learning to
Look close
And closer still. Learning to see
Into the heart of this mystery
That demands a new mythology.
Learning to see ourselves
Within this grain of sand
Hanging in the sky.
Thank you, Danny.

Just like a
grown-up

A planetanum
on the road

